1. The 2011 Standard Specifications for Construction book and General Special Provisions are hereby modified by deleting all references to material certification requirements.

SECTION 101 – DEFINITIONS AND TERMS

2. 101.01 ABBREVIATIONS, is hereby modified by adding the following new abbreviation directly after “ABS”:

   ACL   Advanced Certification List

3. 101.01 ABBREVIATIONS, is hereby further modified by adding the following new abbreviation directly after “ANSI”:

   APL   Approved Products List

4. 101.01 ABBREVIATIONS, is hereby still further modified by adding the following new abbreviation directly after “CPM”:

   CPPP  Corrugated Polypropylene Pipe

5. 101.02 DEFINITIONS, HOLIDAYS, is hereby modified by deleting the ninth row in the listing (for “Columbus Day”).

6. 101.02 DEFINITIONS, HOLIDAYS, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the twelfth row in the listing (directly after “Thanksgiving Day”):

   Day After Thanksgiving   Fourth Friday in November

SECTION 103 – TAXES AND INSURANCE

7. 103.04 INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS, part (e) General Insurance Conditions, is hereby modified by deleting the second paragraph in its entirety.

SECTION 105 – CONTROL OF THE WORK

8. 105.03 PLANS AND WORKING DRAWINGS, part (a) Contract Plans, is hereby modified by deleting the second paragraph in its entirety.

9. 105.03 PLANS AND WORKING DRAWINGS, part (a) Contract Plans, is hereby further modified by deleting the first sentence of the third paragraph.

10. 105.03 PLANS AND WORKING DRAWINGS, part (a) Contract Plans, is hereby still further modified by adding the phrase “in an accessible format” at the end of the third paragraph.

11. 105.03 PLANS AND WORKING DRAWINGS, part (b) Working Drawings, subpart (4) List of Working Drawings, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “Roadway, Traffic, and Safety Engineer” and replacing it with the phrase “Project Manager” in the twenty-third row (beginning “641”).

12. 105.14 SUNDAY AND HOLIDAY WORK, part (b) Holidays, is hereby corrected by deleting punctuation “,” at the end of the paragraph and replacing it with punctuation “.”.
13. 105.16 LOAD RESTRICTIONS, part (a) General, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

(a) General. All Contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, or others involved in any project-related activities shall comply with all legal load restrictions specified in Title 23 VSA § 1392 in the hauling of equipment or material on public roads, including that beyond the limits of the project. The application for and possession of any hauling or related permit will not relieve the Contractor or others involved in any project-related activities of any liability that may arise due to any damage resulting from the use or moving of equipment, vehicles, or any other project-related activity.

14. 105.16 LOAD RESTRICTIONS, part (b) Limitations or Use of Equipment and Vehicles, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

(b) Limitations on Use of Equipment and Vehicles. Use of equipment and vehicles is subject to the following:

(1) No vehicle or equipment exceeding the load restrictions cited in Title 23 VSA § 1392 will be permitted on any structure as defined by the Engineer.

(2) The operation of any equipment or vehicle of such mass (weight) or any other project-related equipment loaded so as to cause damage to structures, the roadway, or to any other type of active construction will not be permitted, regardless of the limits set forth in Title 23.

(3) Hauling or operation of said vehicles or equipment over any permanent course of any bituminous pavement or any structure during active construction will not be permitted.

(4) No loads of any category will be permitted on a concrete pavement or concrete structure prior to expiration of the curing period and until the concrete reaches its specified 28-day compressive strength.

(5) Notwithstanding those restrictions above, the Contractor shall be responsible for any and all damages incurred to any public roadway as defined in Title 23 due to the use of any equipment or vehicles related to project activities.

15. 105.20 CLAIMS FOR ADJUSTMENT is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

105.20 CLAIMS FOR ADJUSTMENT.

(a) Claims Process – In General. Whenever the Contractor learns that a condition and/or issue may result in costs and/or delays that were not anticipated by the Contractor at the time of bid, the Contractor must provide the Engineer with notice of that fact immediately or as soon as reasonably possible. It is critical that VTrans be aware of potential Claims at the earliest opportunity so that it can carefully monitor the potential additional costs and potentially assist the Contractor in taking steps to mitigate those additional costs. Thus, the Contractor must promptly file a Notice of Intent to File a Claim. If the Contractor later decides to file
a Claim for additional compensation under the Contract, that Claim must provide certain key pieces of information to the Construction Engineer so that the Claim can be evaluated expeditiously. If necessary, the Construction Engineer will contact the Contractor for additional information about the Claim, and may request a meeting with the Contractor. The Construction Engineer typically does not invite legal counsel to such meetings unless the Contractor chooses to have its own legal representation at the meeting.

(b) Notice – Procedural Requirements. In order to bring a Claim for additional compensation for costs and conditions not clearly covered under the Contract, the Contractor shall provide written notice (“Notice of Intent to File a Claim for Additional Compensation” or the “Notice”) to the Engineer before incurring any costs or conducting any work that could in any way be included in any such Claim for additional compensation under the Contract (the “Claim”). The Engineer’s written acknowledgement of receipt of the Notice and the Contractor’s daily reporting under this Subsection, shall not be construed as an approval by the Agency of the merits of the Claim.

(c) Notice – Substantive Requirements. The words “Notice of Intent to File a Claim” must appear in large print at the top of the document. The Notice must specify the basis for the Claim, including the nature of the Claim, the reason why the Contractor believes that the Agency is responsible for payment of the Claim, and a description of the additional compensation, including reference to each activity associated with the work and/or materials, including reference to any impacts to the Contractor’s Schedule of Work. If the Contractor fails to provide the Notice as specified herein, the Contractor waives its right to bring the Claim under the Contract and the Agency may deny the Claim on this basis alone.

(d) Notice Documentation Requirements. Upon providing the Notice of Intent to File a Claim, the Project Superintendent shall commence daily records for all labor hours, equipment hours (idle and operating), and materials involved with the work or materials at issue in the Notice and submit such records to the Engineer on a daily basis. (“Daily Records”). Such records must separate the work and/or materials subject to the Claim from the undisputed work, and include a written analysis of how the work and/or materials at issue in the Notice impact(s) the Critical Path. If the Contractor fails to provide such records to the Engineer as required herein, the Contractor waives its right to bring the Claim, and the Agency may deny the Claim on this basis alone.

(e) Claim Documentation Requirements. The Contractor shall provide the Construction Engineer with the following documentation in support of the Claim (“Claim Documentation”):

(1) A detailed statement of the Claim, including all necessary dates, location, and work and material items at issue in the Claim, including copies of the Daily Records;

(2) The date on which the Contractor first became aware of the actions or conditions giving rise to the Claim;

(3) A copy of the Notice of Intent to File a Claim;

(4) A list of the names of all Agency employees and agents,
including consultants, the Contractor believes have knowledge or information concerning the facts giving rise to the Claim;

(5) A list of the names of all Contractor employees and agents, including Subcontractors, whom the Contractor believes have knowledge or information concerning the facts giving rise to the Claim;

(6) A list of the specific provisions of the Contract that the Contractor believes support the Claim, and a description of why the Contractor believes those provisions support the Claim;

(7) A list of all documents and all written statements that the Contractor believes support the Claim, and copies of the same;

(8) A statement as to whether additional compensation and/or a time extension are being requested in the Claim;

(9) If a time extension is being requested in the Claim, a statement as to the specific number of days being requested, supported with reference to how the facts underlying the Claim affected the Contractor’s performance schedule, including how such facts affected the Critical Path;

(10) If additional compensation is being requested, an itemized listing of the total amount of any and all costs being sought, in the Claim, listed by category of work, including but not limited to, work items, labor and materials costs, and costs relating to delays associated with performing the work. Such documentation shall include invoices for rented equipment, the Rental Rate Blue Book published by EquipmentWatch (the “Blue Book”) analysis for owned equipment; and Subcontractor agreements.

(11) For every Claim seeking additional compensation in excess of $50,000, the Contractor must provide a separate document certifying that the documentation provided in support of the Claim and that the amount of additional compensation sought in the Claim is accurate and that the Contractor has a good faith basis for believing that the Agency is responsible for payment of the Claim (the “Claims Certification”). The Claims Certification shall be notarized and executed by a senior officer of the Contractor with legal authority to bind the Contractor, or if the Contractor is a sole proprietor, by the proprietor. The Claims Certification may be used in any proceeding under the Federal False Claims Act (31 U.S.C. § 3729) and/or the Vermont False Claims Act (32 V.S.A § 631).

(f) Procedure for the Initial Adjudication of Claims. The initial determination of the merits of the Claim shall be made by the Construction Engineer.

(1) Completeness Determination. Within 30 Calendar Days of receipt of the Claim, the Construction Engineer shall endeavor to determine whether the Claim Documentation provided by the Contractor meets the requirements of Subsection 105.20(e). Where this 30 Calendar Day period is
unfeasible due to the volume and/or the complexity of the Claim, the Construction Engineer shall inform the Contractor what additional documentation is required and endeavor to keep the Contractor updated as to the status of the Completeness Determination, if necessary, on a quarterly basis. The review and analysis of the merits of the Claim may be postponed pending the Completeness Determination. The Construction Engineer will inform the Contractor, in writing, that the Completeness Determination has been issued.

(2) Claims Analysis. Once the Construction Engineer has issued the Completeness Determination, the Construction Engineer will begin a principled, merits-based analysis of the Claim ("Initial Claim Judgment" or "ICJ"). The Construction Engineer may seek additional documentation from the Contractor, including but not limited to a full set of the Contractor’s original bid preparation package.

a. The Construction Engineer may interview employees of the Contractor and Subcontractors, and conduct other interviews or seek additional documents from other entities, including the Agency. The Construction Engineer may also hold an informal hearing with the Contractor to ask any follow-up and clarifying questions, and to give the Contractor a full and fair opportunity to present the merits of the Claim. The Construction Engineer will endeavor to keep the Contractor informed as to the status of the Claim, if necessary, on a quarterly basis.

b. The Construction Engineer will make all reasonable efforts to issue, in writing, the Initial Claim Judgment, allowing or denying the Claim, in whole or in part, within 180 Calendar Days of the Completeness Determination. The ICJ shall include findings of fact and conclusions of law with respect to the specific Contractual provisions governing the Claim.

(g) Appeal to the Chief Engineer. If the Contractor is aggrieved by the ICJ, an appeal may be made to the Chief Engineer.

(1) Review. The Chief Engineer will review the ICJ and determine whether additional documents or interviews will be necessary to decide the appeal. The Chief Engineer may interview or re-interview employees of the Contractor and Subcontractors, and conduct other interviews or seek additional documents from other entities, including the Agency. The Chief Engineer may also hold an informal hearing with the Contractor to ask any follow-up and clarifying questions, and to give the Contractor a full and fair opportunity to present the merits of the Claim. The Chief Engineer will endeavor to keep the Contractor informed as to the status of the Claim, if necessary, on a quarterly basis.

(2) Decision-Making. The Chief Engineer will make all reasonable efforts to issue, in writing, the Agency’s final determination on the merits of the Claim ("Final Claim Judgment" or "FCJ"), as required under Paragraph 9 of the Construction Contract, “Dispute Resolution, Exclusivity of Administrative Remedies,” within 180 Calendar Days of the
date of the appeal. The FCJ may affirm the ICJ in whole or in part, or may allow or deny the Claim, in whole or in part, on other grounds. The FCJ shall include findings of fact and conclusions of law with respect to the specific Contractual provisions governing the Claim.

(3) Quasi-Judicial Appeal. If the Contractor is aggrieved by the FCJ, it may seek appellate review of the FCJ before the Transportation Board pursuant to Subsection 105.02 of the Specifications. The Transportation Board shall defer to the factual findings of the FCJ and review the legal conclusions of the FCJ de novo.

(h) Time for Claims; Appeals. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, case law, regulation, or the Contract, all Claims by the Contractor shall be submitted in writing within 90 Calendar Days after the Acceptance Date of the Project or within 90 Calendar Days of the Notice of Intent to File a Claim, whichever occurs first, and not thereafter (the “Claim Filing Period”). Such Claims must meet the requirements set forth above, including but not limited to complete documentation supporting the Claim. Any additional time granted by the Construction Engineer because the Claim was incomplete or for the time to produce supplemental information shall not be the subject of any demand for interest payments or for attorneys’ fees and/or other costs.

If the Contractor fails to file the Claim within the Claim Filing Period, the Contractor waives its right to bring the Claim. If the disputed work continues to be performed beyond the Claim Filing Period, the Contractor must submit a written request to extend the Claim Filing Period prior to the expiration of the Claim Filing Period. The Contractor shall submit such requests for extension of the Claims Filing Period every 90 Calendar Days until the disputed work is completed. Once the disputed work is complete, the Contractor must submit the complete Claim within the latest approved Claim Filing Period, or 90 Calendar Days from the date the disputed work was completed, whichever is first, and not thereafter.

16. 105.26 OPENING WASTE, BORROW, AND STAGING AREAS, part (f), is hereby corrected by deleting punctuation “.” at the end of the paragraph.

SECTION 108 – PROSECUTION AND PROGRESS

17. 108.09 TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF THE WORK, part (d) Seasonal Closure, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “of the Engineer, and only under such conditions as specified therein” and replacing it with the phrase “from the Regional Construction Engineer”.

18. 108.09 TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF THE WORK, part (d) Seasonal Closure, is hereby further modified by adding the following:

Permission will only be granted for work which will result in a direct benefit to the State or the traveling public. Items which may be considered as a benefit include but are not limited to shorter Contract duration, a cost savings, increased safety for the traveling public, and an ability to ensure the quality of work. The Contractor shall request permission in writing, detailing what Contract items may be affected, a schedule of work, and the benefits to the State or traveling public.
19. 108.11 DETERMINATION OF EXTENSION OF CONTRACT TIME FOR COMPLETION, part (b) Determination of Contract Completion Date Extension, subpart (8), is hereby modified by deleting the phrase "delays in submittals, errors in submittals, and the Contractor’s means and methods of construction".

20. 108.11 DETERMINATION OF EXTENSION OF CONTRACT TIME FOR COMPLETION, part (b) Determination of Contract Completion Date Extension, subpart (9), is hereby modified by deleting the phrase "including but not limited to the Contractor’s means and methods of construction".

21. 108.11 DETERMINATION OF EXTENSION OF CONTRACT TIME FOR COMPLETION, part (b) Determination of Contract Completion Date Extension, subpart (11), is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and by replacing it with the following.

(11) The days from April 15th to December 1st, inclusive, on which the weather or condition of the ground caused suspension of the work.

22. 108.11 DETERMINATION OF EXTENSION OF CONTRACT TIME FOR COMPLETION, part (b) Determination of Contract Completion Date Extension, subpart (13), is hereby modified by adding the following as the first sentence:

Industry-wide material or supply shortages not reasonably anticipated by the Contractor at the time the Contract was entered.

23. 108.11 DETERMINATION OF EXTENSION OF CONTRACT TIME FOR COMPLETION, part (b) Determination of Contract Completion Date Extension, subpart (13), is hereby further modified by changing the word “Delay” to the word “Delays” at the beginning of the first sentence.

24. 108.12 FAILURE TO COMPLETE WORK ON TIME, part (c) Liquidated Damages; General; Days Charged, is hereby modified by deleting the DAILY CHARGE FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES FOR EACH WORKING DAY OF DELAY table in its entirety and replacing it with a new table as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Contract Amount</th>
<th>From More Than ($)</th>
<th>To and Including ($$)</th>
<th>Daily Charge Per Day of Delay ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>1,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,700.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,800.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
<td>2,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>2,300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>2,800.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>4,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>6,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>20,000,000+</td>
<td>20,000,000+</td>
<td>11,400.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 109 – MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT

25. SECTION 109 – MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT, is hereby corrected by deleting pages 1-141 and 1-142 in their entirety.
SECTION 203 – EXCAVATION AND EMBANKMENTS

26. 203.01 DESCRIPTION, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “performing test borings for the purpose of determining areas of roadway and embankment subsurface voids;” after the phrase “trimming and shaping of slopes;” in the first sentence of the first paragraph.

27. 203.01 DESCRIPTION, is hereby further modified by adding the following new part (l):

(l) Test Borings. Test Borings shall consist of an investigative and planned approach to determining areas of roadway and embankment subsurface voids and repairing bored areas.

28. 203.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by adding the following to the Subsection listing:

PVC Plastic Pipe........................................................................................................710.06

29. 203.02 MATERIALS, is hereby further modified by adding the following paragraphs:

Concrete for backfilling subsurface voids shall meet the requirements of Controlled Density (Flowable) Fill of Section 541.

Bituminous concrete pavement shall conform to the requirements of Section 406 or 490, as applicable for the Contract, with the exception that the mix design submittal and plant inspection requirements set forth in Section 406 or 490 will not apply.

30. 203.03 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS, is hereby modified by adding the following as the eighth paragraph:

Prior to the construction of Test Borings and the placement of Controlled Density (Flowable) Fill, the Contractor shall submit to the Engineer site-specific plans, detailing the schedule of work (for these two items), type and location of drilling, sleeve installation, pumping system, confirmatory boring operation, method of filling bore hole (with or without voids being encountered), and repair of the roadway section (sand, gravel, and pavement).

31. 203.11 EMBANKMENTS, is hereby modified by adding the following new part (e):

(e) Test Borings. Test borings shall be performed at the approximate locations indicated in the Plans and/or as directed by the Engineer.

When used adjacent to culverts, test borings shall extend to a depth equal to the bottom of the culvert using casing advanced drilling methods. Alternate drilling equipment that provides a suitably clean, open hole may be submitted to the Engineer for approval.

If void(s) are encountered, Controlled Density (Flowable) Fill shall be placed to completely fill the void(s). Confirmatory borings shall be performed in these locations as directed by the Engineer.

The roadway surface at boring hole locations shall be backfilled and then patched using Bituminous Concrete Pavement.
32. **203.13 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the following new part (e):

(e) Test Borings. The quantity of Test Borings to be measured for payment will be the number of meters (linear feet) of test boring performed in the complete and accepted work.

33. **203.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “and Test Borings” after the phrase “Shoulder Berm Removal” in the first sentence of the first paragraph.

34. **203.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby further modified by adding the phrase “submitting site-specific plans as required, performing test borings, installing sleeves, backfilling, patching with bituminous concrete pavement,” after the phrase “work specified,” in the second sentence of the first paragraph.

35. **203.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby corrected by adding a period at the end of the sixth paragraph.

36. **203.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby still further modified by adding the following paragraph and pay item:

Filling of subsurface voids encountered in performing Test Borings will be paid for under Contract item 541.45.

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>203.45 Test Borings</td>
<td>Meter (Linear Foot)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECTION 310 – RECLAIMED STABILIZED BASE**

37. **310.04 CONSTRUCTION**, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “or dust control” after the word “stabilizing” in the third paragraph.

38. **310.04 CONSTRUCTION**, is hereby further modified by adding the following sentence to the third paragraph:

When a dust control agent is not exclusively specified on the Plans, water and/or Calcium Chloride shall be used as that agent to meet all requirements of this Section.

39. **310.10 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the following as the fourth paragraph:

Calcium Chloride used for dust control after the reclamation will not be paid for directly, but will be considered incidental to the Reclaimed Stabilized Base item.

**SECTION 402 AGGREGATE SHOULDERS**

40. **402 AGGREGATE SHOULDERS**, is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
SECTION 402 AGGREGATE SHOULDERS

402.01 DESCRIPTION. This work shall consist of furnishing, placing and compacting material for Aggregate Shoulders on a prepared surface.

402.02 MATERIALS. Materials for Aggregate Shoulders and Aggregate Shoulders, RAP, shall meet the requirements of the following Subsection:

| Aggregate for Surface Course and Shoulders | 704.12(a) |
| Aggregate Shoulders, RAP | 704.12(b) |

402.03 PLACEMENT. Aggregate Shoulders shall be placed with equipment capable of placing the material in accordance with the Plans. The Contractor shall demonstrate to the Engineer the proposed placement procedures. If deemed necessary by the Engineer the procedures shall be adjusted to avoid damage to the wearing course. It shall be the Contractor’s responsible to repair any damage to the wearing course to the satisfaction of the Engineer, at no additional cost to the Agency.

Unless otherwise directed by the Engineer or shown on the Plans, Aggregate Shoulders shall be placed in one course and shall not be placed until the adjacent wearing course has been completed. The maximum layer thickness for placement of material shall be 150 ± 50 mm (6 ± 2 inches) after compaction. When multiple layers are required, all layers shall be placed in approximately equal thicknesses.

All layers of Aggregate Shoulders shall be compacted to 95 percent of the maximum dry density determined by AASHTO T 99, method C or to the satisfaction of the Engineer.

The Contractor shall correct any segregated material, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, at no additional cost to the Agency.

All material shall have a true and even surface as shown in the Plans. All holes or depressions found prior to acceptance of the project shall be filled with additional material, reworked and compacted as necessary.

A printed load ticket, indicating truck identification, date and time of delivery, and weight shall be furnished to the Engineer with each load delivered to the project.

402.04 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT. The quantity of Aggregate Shoulders and Aggregate Shoulders, RAP to be measured for payment will be the number of metric tons (tons) used in the complete and accepted work, as determined from load tickets. Partial loads shall be paid for on a pro-rated basis.

402.05 BASIS OF PAYMENT. The accepted quantity of Aggregate Shoulders and Aggregate Shoulders, RAP will be paid for at the Contract unit price per metric ton (ton). Payment will be full compensation for performing the work specified and for furnishing all materials, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals necessary to complete the work.

Water used for obtaining the required compaction will not be paid for separately but will be considered incidental to the Aggregate Shoulders item in the Contract.

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>402.12 Aggregate Shoulders</td>
<td>Metric Ton (Ton)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
402.13 Aggregate Shoulders, RAP  Metric Ton (Ton)

SECTION 406 – MARSHALL BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PAVEMENT

41. 406.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 406.03D – MINIMUM QUALITY CONTROL GUIDELINES, is hereby modified by deleting footnote designation “(1)” after “Cold Feed Gradation” in the fourth row.

42. 406.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 406.03D – MINIMUM QUALITY CONTROL GUIDELINES, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the fifth row:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cold Feed % Fractured Face &amp; Thin and Elongated Particles&lt;sup&gt;(1)&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Day of initial paving and 1 per week&lt;sup&gt;(4)&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>ASTM D5821</th>
<th>ASTM D4791</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

43. 406.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 406.03D – MINIMUM QUALITY CONTROL GUIDELINES, is hereby still further modified by deleting footnote 1 in its entirety and replacing it as follows:

1 – “Fractured faces” (for gravel sources only). “Thin and elongated” of particles retained on the No. 4 (4.75 mm) sieve and above.

44. 406.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (f) Boxed Samples, is hereby corrected by adding the word “Engineer” to the end of the second (last) sentence.

45. 406.05 BITUMINOUS MIXING PLANT AND TESTING, part (a) Requirements for All Plants, subpart (12) Testing Facilities, is hereby modified by adding the following as the fourth paragraph:

The laboratory shall be equipped with a monitoring system readout that provides real-time access to active Agency project(s) production status. The system shall accumulate and provide the following information via digital display: Project name and number, truck number, ticket number, product description, and accumulated project daily quantity and load quantity accurate to the nearest metric ton (ton). The display shall be continually updated by the plant’s recording system. Waivers may be considered for plants with production capacities not capable of exceeding 150 metric tons (tons) per hour.

46. 406.16 SURFACE TOLERANCE, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “, with the exception of all limited access highway on and off ramps,” after the phrase “miscellaneous mix” in the second (last) sentence of the sixth (last) paragraph.

SECTION 490 – SUPERPAVE BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PAVEMENT

47. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (b) Design Criteria, TABLE 490.03B – DESIGN CRITERIA is hereby modified by deleting the fourth row (for “Dust Proportion”) in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dust Proportion (Filler/Asphalt Ratio)</th>
<th>0.60 – 1.20 (Wet Sieve)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Dry Sieve for Production –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types IS and IIS: 0.50 – 1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types IIIS, IVS, and VS: 0.50 – 1.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (b) Design Criteria, TABLE 490.03B – DESIGN CRITERIA is hereby further modified by deleting the sixth row (for “Voids in Mineral Aggregate”) in its entirety and replacing it with the following:
49. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (b) Design Criteria, TABLE 490.03B – DESIGN CRITERIA is hereby still further modified by deleting the ninth row (for “Voids Filled with Asphalt”) in its entirety.

50. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (b) Design Criteria, TABLE 490.03B – DESIGN CRITERIA is hereby still further modified by deleting footnotes (3), (4), and (5) in their entirety.

51. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (b) Design Criteria, is hereby modified by deleting the heading “Voids Filled with Asphalt (VFA)” and the equation “VFA = 100 x ((VMA – Va)/VMA)” in the second paragraph.

52. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (c) Mix Design, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “, and a single percentage for VFA” in the first sentence of the third paragraph.

53. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 490.03C – PRODUCTION TESTING TOLERANCES is hereby modified by deleting the seventh (last) row (for “VFA”) in its entirety.

54. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 490.03C – PRODUCTION TESTING TOLERANCES is hereby further modified by deleting footnote 2 in its entirety.

55. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 490.03D – MINIMUM QUALITY CONTROL GUIDELINES, is hereby modified by deleting footnote designation “(1)” after “Cold Feed Gradation” in the fourth row.

56. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 490.03D – MINIMUM QUALITY CONTROL GUIDELINES, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the fifth row:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cold Feed % Fractured Face &amp; Thin and Elongated Particles&lt;sup&gt;(1)&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Day of initial paving and 1 per week&lt;sup&gt;(4)&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>ASTM D5821</th>
<th>ASTM D4791</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cold Feed % Fractured Face &amp; Thin and Elongated Particles&lt;sup&gt;(1)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Day of initial paving and 1 per week&lt;sup&gt;(4)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ASTM D5821</td>
<td>ASTM D4791</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

57. 490.03 COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE, part (d) Control of Mixtures, TABLE 490.03D – MINIMUM QUALITY CONTROL GUIDELINES, is hereby still further modified by replacing it as follows:

1 – “Fractured faces” (for gravel sources only). “Thin and elongated” of particles retained on the No. 4 (4.75 mm) sieve and above.

58. 490.05 BITUMINOUS MIXING PLANT AND TESTING, part (a) Requirements for All Plants, subpart (12) Testing Facilities, is hereby modified by adding the following as the third paragraph:

The laboratory shall be equipped with a monitoring system readout that provides real-time access to active Agency project(s) production status. The system shall accumulate and provide the following information via digital display: Project name and number, truck number, ticket number, product description, and accumulated project daily quantity and load quantity accurate to the nearest metric ton (ton). The display shall be continually updated by the plant’s recording system. Waivers may be considered for plants with production capacities not capable of exceeding 150 metric tons (tons) per hour.
59. 490.14 COMPACTION, part (c) Coring Protocol, is hereby corrected by deleting text “0” and replacing it with text “)” in the first sentence of the seventh paragraph.

60. 490.16 SURFACE TOLERANCE, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “, with the exception of all limited access highway on and off ramps,” after the phrase “miscellaneous mix” in the second (last) sentence of the sixth (last) paragraph.

SECTION 501 – HPC STRUCTURAL CONCRETE

61. 501.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 501.03A (Metric), is hereby modified by deleting the fourth column (with header “Max. Slump (mm)”) in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max. Slump (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

62. 501.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 501.03A (Metric), is hereby further modified by adding the following footnote:

The mix shall not exhibit segregation at the slump/spread used at placement. If the Engineer suspects there is segregation, the Engineer will require a slump/spread test be performed by the Contractor to visually observe the characteristics of the mix. If in the opinion of the Engineer the mix does exhibit segregation, the load will be rejected and subsequent load(s) shall be tested, at a minimum of 3 loads or until the problem is corrected.

If the Contractor needs a concrete with a slump greater than 200 mm, the Contractor shall propose to the Engineer to use an SCC mix, which shall be submitted to the Engineer for review and acceptance.

63. 501.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 501.03A (English), is hereby modified by deleting the fourth column (with header “Max. Slump (in)”) in its entirety and replacing it with the following:
64. 501.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 501.03A (English), is hereby corrected by deleting text “700 mm” and replacing it with text “28 inches” in footnote 4.

65. 501.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 501.03A (English), is hereby further modified by adding the following footnote:

7 The mix shall not exhibit segregation at the slump/spread used at placement. If the Engineer suspects there is segregation, the Engineer will require a slump/spread test be performed by the Contractor to visually observe the characteristics of the mix. If in the opinion of the Engineer the mix does exhibit segregation, the load will be rejected and subsequent load(s) shall be tested, at a minimum of 3 loads or until the problem is corrected.

If the Contractor needs a concrete with a slump greater than 8 inches, the Contractor shall propose to the Engineer to use an SCC mix, which shall be submitted to the Engineer for review and acceptance.

66. 501.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, ninth paragraph (beginning “A minimum of thirty (30)...”), is hereby corrected by deleting the phrase “1716 Barre-Montpelier Rd., Berlin, Vermont 05602” and replacing it with the phrase “2178 Airport Road Unit B, Berlin, Vermont 05641” in the second sentence.

67. 501.11 DEPOSITING CONCRETE UNDERWATER, part (a) General, subpart (1), is hereby corrected by deleting the phrase “1716 Barre-Montpelier Rd., Berlin, Vermont 05602” and replacing it with the phrase “2178 Airport Road Unit B, Berlin, Vermont 05641” in the second sentence of the second paragraph.

SECTION 505 - PILING

68. 505.09 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following pay item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>505.12 Steel Piling, HP 250 x 85 (HP 10 x 57)</td>
<td>Meter (Linear Foot)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION 506 - STRUCTURAL STEEL

69. 506.19 BOLTING AND CONNECTIONS, part (c) Installation, is hereby modified by deleting the tenth paragraph (Beginning “Bolts shall be tightened…”) in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

Bolts shall be tightened to develop a tension not less than 5 percent in excess of the minimum bolt tension specified in Table 506.19A. Bolts shall not be tightened to more than the maximum tension specified in Table 506.19A.

70. 506.19 BOLTING AND CONNECTIONS, part (c) Installation, is hereby further modified by deleting subparts (1) Calibrated Wrench Method, (2) Turn of the Nut Method, and (3) Torque Method in their entirety.

71. 506.19 BOLTING AND CONNECTIONS, part (c) Installation, subpart (4) Tension Control Assembly Method, is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (1).

72. 506.19 BOLTING AND CONNECTIONS, part (c) Installation, subpart (5) Direct Tension Indicator Method, is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (2).

73. 506.19 BOLTING AND CONNECTIONS, part (c) Installation, is hereby still further modified by deleting TABLE 506.19B (including associated paragraphs) in its entirety.

74. 506.19 BOLTING AND CONNECTIONS, part (d) Acceptance of Bolt Tensioning, is hereby modified by deleting the second and third sentences of the first paragraph.

75. 506.19 BOLTING AND CONNECTIONS, part (d) Acceptance of Bolt Tensioning, is hereby further modified by deleting the fourth, fifth, ninth, eleventh, and twelfth paragraphs in their entirety.

SECTION 507 - REINFORCING STEEL

76. 507.01 DESCRIPTION, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “of the level specified” after the phrase “bar reinforcement”.

77. 507.01 DESCRIPTION, is hereby further modified by adding the following paragraphs:

Levels and associated types of reinforcing steel are specified as follows:

(a) Level I (Limited Corrosion Resistance). Level I reinforcing includes plain, low alloy, and epoxy coated reinforcing steel.

(b) Level II (Improved Corrosion Resistance). Level II reinforcing includes stainless clad and dual-coated reinforcing steel.

(c) Level III (Exceptional Corrosion Resistance). Level III reinforcing includes solid stainless reinforcing steel.

The location, level, and when specified, type of reinforcing shall be as indicated in the Plans. Reinforcing supplied shall meet the requirements of the level specified or any higher level. Only one type of reinforcing steel shall be used for each level for the Contract work, unless permitted in writing by the Engineer.
78. **507.02 MATERIALS**, is hereby modified by deleting the sixth (final) entry in the Subsection listing.

79. **507.03 FABRICATION AND SHIPMENT**, part (a) General, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “deformed bar” after the phrase “shall be” in the first paragraph.

80. **507.03 FABRICATION AND SHIPMENT**, part (a) General, is hereby corrected by deleting punctuation “..” and replacing it with punctuation “.” at the end of the first paragraph.

81. **507.04 PROTECTION OF MATERIAL**, is hereby modified by adding the following as the second sentence in the first paragraph:

   When multiple levels of reinforcing steel are used on a project, they shall be stored separately, including during transport in order that there is no direct contact between the bars.

82. **507.04 PROTECTION OF MATERIAL**, is hereby further modified by deleting the phrase “The epoxy coating” and replacing it with the word “Coatings” in the third sentence of the third paragraph.

83. **507.04 PROTECTION OF MATERIAL**, is hereby still further modified by deleting the phrase “as required for damaged areas” and replacing it with the phrase “per the coating manufacturer’s recommendations and to the satisfaction of the Engineer” in the third sentence of the fifth (last) paragraph.

84. **507.04 PROTECTION OF MATERIAL**, is hereby still further modified by adding the following paragraph:

   Ends of Level II reinforcing steel where the mild steel is exposed shall be repaired in the following manner:

   (a) Cut ends of dual-coated reinforcing steel shall be coated with a two-part epoxy patching material as specified by the coating manufacturer. The materials and procedures shall be approved by the Engineer prior to the repairs being performed.

   (b) Cut ends of stainless clad reinforcing steel shall be epoxied and capped in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations with either stainless steel caps or plastic caps. Caps shall be sealed to prevent the intrusion of moisture.

85. **507.05 PLACING AND FASTENING REINFORCING STEEL**, is hereby modified by deleting the sixth paragraph in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

   Tie wires and supports used for installation of reinforcement shall be composed of the same material as any steel being contacted or shall be plastic. When forms are to be removed in their entirety, uncoated steel chairs equipped with snug-fitting, high-density, polyethylene tips which provide 3 mm (1/4 inch) clearance between the metal and any exposed surface may be used.

86. **507.10 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT**, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “, Epoxy Coated Reinforcing Steel, and Galvanized Reinforcing Steel” and replacing it with the phrase “of the type and size specified” in the first paragraph.
87. **507.10 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT**, is hereby further modified by adding the phrase “of the type specified” at the end of the second paragraph (beginning “The quantity of Drilling and Grouting Dowels…”).

88. **507.11 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by deleting the following pay items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>507.15 Reinforcing Steel</td>
<td>Kilogram (Pound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507.17 Epoxy Coated Reinforcing Steel</td>
<td>Kilogram (Pound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507.18 Galvanized Reinforcing Steel</td>
<td>Kilogram (Pound)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

89. **507.11 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby further modified by adding the following pay items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>507.11 Reinforcing Steel, Level I</td>
<td>Kilogram (Pound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507.12 Reinforcing Steel, Level II</td>
<td>Kilogram (Pound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507.13 Reinforcing Steel, Level III</td>
<td>Kilogram (Pound)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 509 – LONGITUDINAL DECK GROOVING

90. **509.03 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS**, is hereby modified by deleting the last line of the second paragraph (beginning “Depth: 4 mm…”) and replacing it with the following:

    Depth: 6 mm (±2 mm) ((1/4”) (±1/16”))

SECTION 510 – PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

91. **510.12 INSTALLATION**, part (a) Prestressed Concrete, subpart (2) Initial Post-tensioning, is hereby modified by deleting the first sentence in its entirety.

SECTION 516 – EXPANSION DEVICES

92. **516.01 DESCRIPTION**, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “, or partially removing and modifying,” after the word “installing”.

93. **516.05A PARTIAL REMOVAL AND MODIFICATION**, is hereby made a new Subsection of the Standard Specifications as follows:

    **516.05A PARTIAL REMOVAL AND MODIFICATION.** The Contractor shall partially remove and modify the existing bridge joint at the locations indicated in the Plans and as directed by the Engineer.

    Steel for new joint plates shall meet the requirements of Subsection 714.02.

    The Contractor shall remove and dispose of existing joint plates, drain troughs, and associated hardware.
The Contractor shall grind existing steel plates and/or shoulder concrete to the configuration shown on the Plans. The final surface shall be to the satisfaction of the Engineer.

94. **516.06 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph:

The quantity of Partial Removal and Modification of Bridge Joint to be measured for payment will be the number of meters (linear feet) of bridge joint removed and modified in the complete and accepted work, measured along its centerline.

95. **516.07 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph and pay item:

The accepted quantity of Partial Removal and Modification of Bridge Joint will be paid for at the Contract unit price per meter (linear foot). Payment will be full compensation for partially removing and modifying the existing joint as specified and as detailed in the Plans, and for furnishing all labor, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>516.20</td>
<td>Partial Removal and Modification of Bridge Joint Meter (Linear Foot)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECTION 525 – BRIDGE RAILINGS**

96. **525.02 MATERIALS**, is hereby modified by adding the following as the third entry in the Subsection listing:

Structural Steel........................................................................................................714.02

97. **525.06 INSTALLATION**, part (a) General, is hereby modified by adding the following as the sixth (last) paragraph:

Concrete railing shall receive an aesthetic finish in accordance with Subsection 501.16. Cracks in concrete railing shall be repaired by a method approved by the Engineer. Cracks in concrete greater than 0.25 mm (0.01 inch) may be cause for rejection.

98. **525.08 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “for furnishing all forms, joint filler, admixtures, trial batches, and connection plates for approach railing terminal connectors; for satisfactory completion of any necessary repairs, surface finishing, and curing;” after the phrase “for all work necessary for verifying and adjusting post height and/or bolt spacing of existing posts;” in the second (last) sentence of the third paragraph.

99. **525.08 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby further modified by adding the following pay item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>525.45</td>
<td>Bridge Railing, Galvanized Steel Tubing/Concrete Combination Meter (Linear Foot)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION 531 – BRIDGE BEARING DEVICES

100. 531.04 FABRICATION, part (b) Surface Protection, is hereby corrected by deleting punctuation “,” at the end of the paragraph and replacing it with punctuation “.”.

SECTION 540 – PRECAST CONCRETE

101. 540.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by deleting the fourteenth entry (beginning “Coated Bar Reinforcement…”) in the Subsection listing.

102. 540.02 MATERIALS, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the twenty-ninth entry in the Subsection listing:

Sheet Membrane Waterproofing, Preformed Sheet.................726.11

103. 540.07 FABRICATION, part (e) Placing Concrete, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “done with care” and replacing it with the phrase “performed in accordance with Subsection 501.10(f)” in the third (last) sentence.

104. 540.10 INSTALLATION, is hereby modified by adding the following new part (c):

(c) Sheet Membrane Waterproofing. A reinforced asphalt, synthetic resin, or coal-tar based preformed sheet membrane shall be placed over the joints of precast concrete units in accordance with the Contract Documents. All work performed shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Material for membrane shall meet the requirements of Subsection 726.11.

Waterproofing shall not be performed in wet weather or when the temperature is below 5°C (40°F), without the authorization of the Engineer.

The concrete surfaces that are to be waterproofed shall be reasonably smooth and free from projections or holes and shall be cleaned of dust and loose material. The surfaces shall be visibly dry prior to and during application of the membrane system.

105. 540.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph:

Furnishing and placing preformed sheet membrane waterproofing, including primer, mastic, polyurethane membrane sealant, and surface preparation, is considered incidental to the work for Precast Concrete Structure.

SECTION 541 – STRUCTURAL CONCRETE

106. 541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (Metric), is hereby modified by deleting footnote designation “**” in the first and fourth entries of the third row (for “Class A” concrete).

107. 541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (Metric), is hereby further modified by deleting footnote “**” and associated text (beginning “* When this class of concrete…”).
108. **541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (Metric),** is hereby still further modified by deleting the fourth (with header "Range in Slump (mm)") and fifth (with header "Air Cont. (%)") columns in their entirety and replacing them with the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range* in Slump (mm)</th>
<th>Air Content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>5.5 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>5.5 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

109. **541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (Metric),** is hereby still further modified by adding the following footnote:

* The mix shall not exhibit segregation at the slump/spread used at placement. If the Engineer suspects there is segregation, the Engineer will require a slump/spread test be performed by the Contractor to visually observe the characteristics of the mix. If in the opinion of the Engineer the mix does exhibit segregation, the load will be rejected and subsequent load(s) shall be tested, at a minimum of 3 loads or until the problem is corrected.

If the Contractor needs a concrete with a slump greater than 200 mm, the Contractor shall propose to the Engineer to use an SCC mix, which shall be submitted to the Engineer for review and acceptance.

110. **541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (Metric) is hereby** still further modified by adding the following as the eighth (bottom) row with the included footnotes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controlled Density (Flowable) Fill</th>
<th>To be designed ***</th>
<th>To be designed ****</th>
<th>To be designed *****</th>
<th>10 min.</th>
<th>704.01 (Fine Aggregate)</th>
<th>0.85 max.</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*** A mineral admixture may be used to replace a portion of the cement.

**** The minimum amount of water shall be used to produce the desirable flow for the intended use without showing segregation.

***** The slump (flowability) shall be such that material is able to completely fill the voids or area as needed without segregation.

****** A minimum of 3 cylinders per test age required to constitute a test. If average strength at 28 days exceeds 115% of max. strength, then payment for Contract item 541.45 will be 85% of the Contract bid price.

111. **541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (English),** is hereby modified by deleting footnote designation "**" in the first and fourth entries of the third row (for "Class A" concrete).
112. 541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (English), is hereby further modified by deleting footnote "**" and associated text (beginning "* When this class of concrete...”).

113. 541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (English), is hereby still further modified by deleting the fourth (with header “Range in Slump (in.)”) and fifth (with header “Air Cont. (%)”) columns in their entirety and replacing them with the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range* in Slump (mm)</th>
<th>Air Content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>5.5 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>5.5 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

114. 541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (English), is hereby still further modified by adding the following footnote:

* The mix shall not exhibit segregation at the slump/spread used at placement. If the Engineer suspects there is segregation, the Engineer will require a slump/spread test be performed by the Contractor to visually observe the characteristics of the mix. If in the opinion of the Engineer the mix does exhibit segregation, the load will be rejected and subsequent load(s) shall be tested, at a minimum of 3 loads or until the problem is corrected.

If the Contractor needs a concrete with a slump greater than 8 inches, the Contractor shall propose to the Engineer to use an SCC mix, which shall be submitted to the Engineer for review and acceptance.

115. 541.03 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPORTIONING, TABLE 541.03A (English) is hereby modified by adding the following as the eighth (bottom) row with the included footnotes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controlled Density (Flowable) Fill</th>
<th>To be designed ***</th>
<th>To be designed ****</th>
<th>To be designed *****</th>
<th>10 min.</th>
<th>704.01 (Fine Aggregate)</th>
<th>125 max.</th>
<th>***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*** A mineral admixture may be used to replace a portion of the cement.

**** The minimum amount of water shall be used to produce the desirable flow for the intended use without showing segregation.

***** The slump (flowability) shall be such that material is able to completely fill the voids or area as needed without segregation.

****** A minimum of 3 cylinders per test age required to constitute a test.

If average strength at 28 days exceeds 115% of max. strength, then
payment for Contract item 541.45 will be 85% of the Contract bid price.

116. 541.10 PLACING CONCRETE, part (c) Placement Limitations, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraphs:

Flowable fill shall be applied to voids and other locations as specified in the Contract Documents and as directed by the Engineer. Flowable fill shall be able to completely fill the existing voids.

If voids are discovered, the Engineer may direct the Contractor to submit a plan for filling the remaining voids. This work, including preparing and submitting the plan and filling any remaining voids, will be at the Contractor’s expense.

117. 541.11 DEPOSITING CONCRETE UNDERWATER, part (a) General, subpart (l), is hereby corrected by deleting the phrase “1716 Barre-Montpelier Rd., Berlin, Vermont 05602” and replacing it with the phrase “2178 Airport Road Unit B, Berlin, Vermont 05641” in the second sentence of the second paragraph.

118. 541.19 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “or LW” and replacing it with the phrase “LW, or Flowable Fill” in the first sentence of the first paragraph.

119. 541.20 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following pay item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>541.45 Controlled Density (Flowable) Fill</td>
<td>Cubic Meter (Cubic Yard)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 580 - STRUCTURAL CONCRETE REPAIR

120. 580.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by adding the following to the Subsection listing:

Polymer Concrete Repair Material.....................................................780.05

121. 580.03 PROPORTIONING AND MIXING, is hereby modified by deleting the last sentence of the first paragraph in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

The product shall not be extended with sand or gravel, except for Rapid Setting Concrete Repair Material with Coarse Aggregate and Polymer Concrete Repair Material when mixed with approved aggregates in conformance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

122. 580.04 SURFACE PREPARATION FOR REPAIRS, OVERLAYS AND MEMBRANES, is hereby modified by adding the word “abrasive” after the phrase “shall be” and before the phrase “blast cleaned” in the first sentence of the third paragraph.

123. 580.04 SURFACE PREPARATION FOR REPAIRS, OVERLAYS AND MEMBRANES, is hereby further modified by adding the phrase “, or Polymer Concrete Repair Material,” after the word “Aggregate” in the sixth paragraph.
124. 580.08 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “and not for new patches, which will be the responsibility of the Contractor” and replacing it with the phrase “, with no deductions made for areas of new patches” in the second sentence of the ninth paragraph.

125. 580.08 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, is hereby further modified by adding the phrase “, and Polymer Concrete Repair Material” after the word “Aggregate” in the first sentence of the tenth paragraph.

126. 580.09 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “, and Polymer Concrete Repair Material” after the word “Aggregate” in the seventh paragraph.

127. 580.09 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby further modified by adding the following pay item:

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>580.21 Polymer Concrete Repair Material</td>
<td>Cubic Meter (Cubic Yard)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 601 – CULVERTS AND STORM DRAINS

128. 601.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by adding the following as the sixth entry in the Subsection listing:

Corrugated Polypropylene Pipe.........................................................710.07

129. 601.07 JOINING PIPE, is hereby modified by adding the following new part (d) as follows:

(d) Corrugated Polypropylene Pipe. Corrugated Polypropylene pipe shall be joined by a system designed and approved by the pipe manufacturer. Couplings and fittings shall provide sufficient longitudinal strength to preserve pipe alignment and prevent separation at the joints.

130. 601.11 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by changing the end of the pay item number range for CPEP Elbow from 601.5999 to 601.5899.

131. 601.11 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby further modified by adding the following pay items:

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>601.2800 to 601.2999 CPPP(SL)</td>
<td>Meter (Linear Foot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601.5900 to 601.5999 CPPP Elbow</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601.7100 to 601.7199 CPPPES</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STATEMENT 608 – EQUIPMENT RENTAL

132. 608.02 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, is hereby modified by adding the following new part (i):

(i) Truck-Mounted Attenuator, Advanced Warning Vehicle/Protection Vehicle (AWV/PV). Truck-Mounted Attenuator, AWV/PV shall consist of a Truck-Mounted Attenuator meeting the requirements of Subsection 608.02(h) and be equipped with a Changeable Message Sign in accordance with the MUTCD. The Changeable Message Sign shall be mounted so as to be clearly visible to the traveling public and shall be capable of being controlled from inside the cab of the vehicle, with capable controls including but not limited to turning the sign on and off, changing between preset messages, and inserting new messages when approved by the Engineer. Phases of signing shall have the ability to change automatically when required.

133. 608.04 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by changing the word “item” to “items” and by adding the phrase “and Truck-Mounted Attenuator, AWV/PV” after the phrase “Truck-Mounted Attenuator” in the second (last) paragraph.

134. 608.04 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby further modified by adding the following pay item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>608.50 Truck-Mounted Attenuator, AWV/PV</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 613 – STONE FILL, RIPRAP, AND SLOPE PAVING

135. 613.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by adding the following to the Subsection listing:

- Rock Fill for Gabions.................................................................706.06
- Gabion Baskets...............................................................................712.04

136. 613.04 PLACING, is hereby modified by adding the following new part (d):

(d) Rock Fill for Gabions. The furnishing and installing of gabion baskets shall be performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

The Contractor should expect to perform some manual stone placement to minimize voids and to create a neat, flat vertical surface of gabions.

137. 613.05 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph:

The quantity of Gabion Wall to be measured for payment will be the number of cubic meters (cubic yards) of Rock Fill for Gabions placed in the complete and accepted work.

138. 613.06 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “and Gabion Wall” after the word “specified” in the first sentence of the first paragraph.
139. **613.06 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “including gabion baskets,” after the word “material” in the third (last) sentence of the first paragraph.

140. **613.06 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby still further modified by adding the phrase “or rock” after the word “stone” in the first sentence of the second paragraph.

141. **613.06 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby still further modified by adding the following paragraph:

Geotextile fabric and bedding material for Gabion Wall will be paid for under the appropriate Contract items.

142. **613.06 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby still further modified by adding the following pay item:

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>613.25 Gabion Wall</td>
<td>Cubic Meter (Cubic Yard)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECTION 616 – CURBS AND GUTTERS**

143. **616.05 REPOINTING GRANITE BRIDGE CURB**, is hereby made a new Subsection of the Standard Specifications as follows:

616.05 REPOINTING GRANITE BRIDGE CURB. The existing mortar bed and vertical curb joints shall be repointed as shown on the Plans. Mortar shall meet the requirements of Subsection 707.01.

144. **616.14 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the following as the second paragraph:

The quantity of Repointing Granite Bridge Curb to be measured for payment will be the number of liters (gallons) of mortar applied in the completed and accepted work, measured to the nearest liter (gallon).

145. **616.14 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT**, is hereby corrected by changing the word “portland” to “Portland” in the fifth (last) paragraph.

146. **616.15 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the following as the second paragraph:

The accepted quantity of Repointing Granite Bridge Curb will be paid for at the Contract unit price per liter (gallon). Payment will be full compensation for furnishing, transporting, handling, and placing the material specified and for furnishing all labor, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.

147. **616.15 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby corrected by changing the word “portland” to “Portland” in the fourth paragraph.

148. **616.15 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby further modified by adding the following pay item:

Payment will be made under:
Pay Item       Pay Unit
616.225 Repointing Granite Bridge Curb   Liter (Gallon)

SECTION 620 – FENCES

149. 620.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by deleting subsection “753.05” for Grounding Electrodes and replacing it with “752.15”.

SECTION 621 – TRAFFIC BARRIERS

150. 621.01 DESCRIPTION, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “repairing,” after the phrase “removing,”.

151. 621.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by adding the following as the fifth entry in the Subsection listing:

   Wire Rope or Cable........................................................................................................713.03

152. 621.09 TERMINALS, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph:

   All new terminal installations shall include a permanent identification of the year of installation and model identified on the Approved Product List or the standard drawing used. Payment will be incidental to the traffic barrier items.

153. 621.13 REPLACEMENT, ADJUSTMENT, REMOVAL, AND DISPOSAL OF GUARDRAIL OR GUIDE POSTS, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “post assemblies and panel units” and replacing it with the phrase “guardrail components” in the second sentence of the first paragraph.

154. 621.13 REPLACEMENT, ADJUSTMENT, REMOVAL, AND DISPOSAL OF GUARDRAIL OR GUIDE POSTS, is hereby further modified by deleting the first sentence of the second paragraph in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

   Those sections in which height over an extensive portion of the section is greater than 760 mm (30 inches) or less than 675 mm (26 ½ inches) shall be adjusted to a nominal height of 735 mm ±25 mm (29 inches ± 1 inch).

155. 621.13 REPLACEMENT, ADJUSTMENT, REMOVAL, AND DISPOSAL OF GUARDRAIL OR GUIDE POSTS, is hereby still further modified by deleting the phrase “post assembly replacement or guardrail beam replacement occur” and replacing it with the phrase “guardrail component replacement occurs” in the fourth paragraph.

156. 621.13 REPLACEMENT, ADJUSTMENT, REMOVAL, AND DISPOSAL OF GUARDRAIL OR GUIDE POSTS, is hereby still further modified by adding the following as the sixth and seventh paragraphs:

   Offset blocks designated for replacement shall be replaced in-kind. Materials shall be in conformance with the applicable requirements of Subsection 728.01 for either wood, steel, or alternative blockouts.

   Cable guardrail repair shall be performed in accordance with VTrans Standard Drawing G-6 and as directed by the Engineer.

157. 621.14 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following as the fourth and fifth paragraphs of the Subsection text:
The quantities of Cable Guardrail J-Bolt, Galvanized and Cable Guardrail Splice Unit to be measured for payment will be the number of units installed in the complete and accepted work.

The quantity of Replacement of Guardrail Cable to be measured for payment will be the number of meters (linear feet) installed in the complete and accepted work.

158. 621.14 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the sixth paragraph of the Subsection text:

The quantities of Steel Beam Guardrail Delineator and Steel Beam Guardrail Offset Block to be measured for payment will be the number of each component replaced in the complete and accepted work.

159. 621.15 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following as the second, third, and fourth paragraphs of the Subsection text:

The accepted quantities of Cable Guardrail J-Bolt, Galvanized and Cable Guardrail Splice Unit will be paid for at the Contract unit price for each.

The accepted quantity of Replacement of Cable Guardrail will be paid for at the Contract unit price per meter (linear foot).

The accepted quantities of Steel Beam Guardrail Delineator and Steel Beam Guardrail Offset Block will be paid for at the Contract unit price for each.

160. 621.15 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby further modified by adding the phrase “removing and disposing of damaged guardrail component(s),” after the phrase “specified,” in the first sentence of the seventh paragraph.

161. 621.15 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby still further modified by adding the following pay items:

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>621.173</td>
<td>Cable Guardrail J-Bolt, Galvanized Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.174</td>
<td>Cable Guardrail Splice Unit Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.175</td>
<td>Replacement of Guardrail Cable Meter (Linear Foot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.218</td>
<td>Steel Beam Guardrail Delineator Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.219</td>
<td>Steel Beam Guardrail Offset Block Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.70</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section, Galvanized Type I Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.71</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section, Galvanized Type II Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.726</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section, Galvanized 3 Rail Box Beam w/Curb Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.735</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section, Steel Beam Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.736</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section, Steel Beam w/2.4 m (8 feet) Posts Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.737</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section, Galvanized HD Steel Beam Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.738</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section, Galvanized HD Steel Beam w/2.4 m (8 feet) Posts Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621.748</td>
<td>Guardrail Approach Section to Concrete Combination Bridge Railing, TL-3 Each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION 630 – UNIFORMED TRAFFIC OFFICERS AND FLAGGERS

162. 630.03 CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT, part (b) For Flaggers, subpart (1), is hereby modified by replacing the phrase “ANSI 107-1999” with the phrase “ANSI 107-2004” in the first sentence.

163. 630.03 CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT, part (d) For All Traffic Control Personnel, subpart (2), is hereby modified by deleting the word “The” and replacing it with the phrase “When deemed necessary by the Engineer, or when noted in the Plans, the” at the beginning of the first sentence.

SECTION 641 – TRAFFIC CONTROL

164. 641.02 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “implement that plan or” after the phrase “the Contractor may” in the first sentence of the fourth paragraph.

165. 641.02 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the second sentence of the fourth paragraph:

When the Contractor will implement an Agency-designed traffic control plan, written certification shall be submitted to the Engineer indicating that traffic control will be performed in accordance with the Agency design.

166. 641.02 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS, is hereby still further modified by changing the word “This” to the word “An” in the second sentence of the fourth paragraph.

167. 641.02 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS, is hereby still further modified by adding the following paragraph:

When the Contract Documents specify that a site-specific traffic control plan be submitted by the Contractor, Construction Drawings shall be submitted in accordance with Section 105. The submitted site-specific plan shall include, for each phase of construction requiring a significant change in temporary traffic control, a narrative description of the proposed temporary traffic control for each phase (including pedestrian accommodations where appropriate) and the major work activities to be completed in each phase; and a layout for each phase of construction showing existing lane configurations, existing traffic control devices (signs, signals, and pavement markings), driveways, ramps, and highway intersections, and the location of all proposed temporary traffic control devices, flaggers, and UTO’s. All pertinent dimensions, such as taper lengths, sign spacing, temporary lane widths, and distance(s) from existing traffic control devices shall be labeled.

168. 641.03 TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “have three (3) lines of eight (8) characters per line and conform to Section 6F.55 of the MUTCD” and replacing it with the phrase “be used with a maximum of two phases, each consisting of a maximum of 3 lines of 8 characters” in the sixth paragraph.

169. 641.03 TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES, is hereby further modified by deleting the phrase “requirements in Section 6F.56 of” and replacing it with the phrase “Portable Arrow Board requirements in” in the seventh paragraph.
SECTION 646 – RETROREFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKINGS

170. 646.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by deleting the Subsection listing in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

- Polyurea Pavement Markings…………………………………………………………708.08(a)
- Low VOC Chlorinated Rubber Traffic Paint......................................................708.08(b)
- Low VOC Acetone Based Traffic Paint............................................................708.08(b)
- Epoxy Paint.........................................................................................................708.08(c)
- Waterborne Traffic Paint..................................................................................708.08(d)
- Methyl-methacrylate Paint.................................................................................708.08(e)
- Glass Beads..........................................................................................................708.09(a)
- Premium Optics......................................................................................................708.09(b)
- Wet Recoverable and Wet Reflective Optics.....................................................708.09(c)
- Thermoplastic Pavement Markings, Type A......................................................708.10(a)
- Thermoplastic Pavement Markings, Type B......................................................708.10(b)
- Raised Pavement Markers, Type I.......................................................................708.11
- Pavement Marking Tape, Type A.........................................................................708.12(a)
- Pavement Marking Tape, Type B.........................................................................708.12(b)
- Pavement Marking Tape, Type C.........................................................................708.12(c)
- Pavement Marking Tape, Type D.........................................................................708.12(d)
- Line Striping Targets............................................................................................708.13(a)
- Raised Pavement Markers, Type II..............................................................708.13(b)
- Temporary Pavement Marking Tape.................................................................708.13(c)
- Pavement Marking Mask......................................................................................708.13(d)

171. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (a) Placement of Markings, is hereby modified by deleting the first paragraph in its entirety.

172. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (a) Placement of Markings, is hereby further modified by deleting the seventh paragraph in its entirety.

173. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (a) Placement of Markings, is hereby still further modified by deleting the word “interim” and replacing it with the phrase “permanent or temporary” in the first sentence of the eighth paragraph.

174. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (a) Placement of Markings, is hereby still further modified by adding the phrase “edgeline,” after the phrase “centerlines,” in the first sentence of the eighth paragraph.

175. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (a) Placement of Markings, is hereby still further modified by deleting the ninth paragraph in its entirety.

176. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (c) Weather Limitations, subpart (2), is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:

(2) At the time of application of durable pavement markings, the pavement surface and ambient air temperatures shall be as per the manufacturer’s published specified application temperatures, and the dew point shall be 5°F or more below the ambient air temperature. If the manufacturer’s published recommendations are unavailable, the pavement surface and ambient air temperatures shall be a minimum of 10°C (50°F).
177. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (c) Weather Limitations, subpart (3), is hereby modified by being the word “October” and replacing it with the word “November”.

178. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (d) Layout and Control, subpart (1) Centerline Markings, is hereby modified by deleting the number “100” and replacing it with the phrase “the same width as the lines” in the fourth sentence of the first paragraph.

179. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (d) Layout and Control, subpart (1) Centerline Markings, is hereby further modified by deleting the second (last) paragraph in its entirety.

180. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (d) Layout and Control, subpart (2) Edgeline Markings, is hereby modified by deleting the second (last) paragraph in its entirety.

181. 646.04 APPLICATION OF MARKINGS, GENERAL, part (d) Layout and Control, subpart (3) Dotted Line, is hereby modified by deleting the second (last) paragraph in its entirety.

182. 646.06 PAINT PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby modified by being re-named WATERBORNE AND LOW VOC CHLORINATED RUBBER AND ACETONE BASED PAINT PAVEMENT MARKINGS.

183. 646.06 WATERBORNE AND LOW VOC CHLORINATED RUBBER AND ACETONE BASED PAINT PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby modified by changing the word “Retroflective” to “Retroreflective” in the first sentence of the first paragraph.

184. 646.06 WATERBORNE AND LOW VOC CHLORINATED RUBBER AND ACETONE BASED PAINT PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby further modified by deleting the phrase “shall have a dry film thickness of 380 ±25 µm (15 ±1 mil) for paint, unless otherwise specified, and” in the third (last) sentence of the first paragraph.

185. 646.06 WATERBORNE AND LOW VOC CHLORINATED RUBBER AND ACETONE BASED PAINT PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby still further modified by adding the following as the third paragraph:

The markings shall be applied at a rate to create a uniform wet film thickness of 558.8 µm (22 mils) with an allowable range of ±50.8 µm (±2 mils) unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. Minimum application rates are 1.7 square meters per liter (70 square feet per gallon) with glass beads applied at a rate of 960 grams per liter (8.0 lb per gallon) of paint. The Contractor shall provide the Engineer and the Materials Section with the optic drop on rates of all optic materials and daily binder application rates.

186. 646.06 WATERBORNE AND LOW VOC CHLORINATED RUBBER AND ACETONE BASED PAINT PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby still further modified by deleting the fourth and fifth (last) paragraphs in their entirety.

187. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby modified by adding the following as the third sentence of the first paragraph:

Durable pavement markings shall be installed within two weeks of the placement of the wearing course.
188. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby further modified by changing punctuation at the end of the third sentence of the first paragraph from ":" to ".".

189. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby still further modified by adding the following at the end of the first paragraph:

The Contractor shall select optics that conform with Subsections 708.09(a), 708.09(b), and 708.09(c). The Contractor shall provide the Engineer and the Materials Section with the daily optic drop on rates of all optic materials and daily binder application rates. The Contractor shall perform all quality control activities and provide to the Engineer on a daily basis all retroreflectivity measurements collected. The Agency will perform all acceptance testing activities. The Engineer will select an evaluation section(s) for the purpose of collecting pavement marking retroreflectivity measurements. Retroreflectivity measurements shall be performed in accordance with ASTM D7585, as modified by Table 646.07A.

**TABLE 646.07A – EVALUATION SECTION CRITERIA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAVEMENT MARKING TYPE</th>
<th>EVALUATION SECTION(S) REQUIRED*</th>
<th>EVALUATION SECTION LENGTH (feet)</th>
<th>MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Lines</td>
<td>1 per 3.2 km (2 miles)</td>
<td>120 (400)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashed Lines</td>
<td>1 per 3.2 km (2 miles)</td>
<td>120 (400)</td>
<td>20 (2 per dashed line)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Projects less than 3.2 km (2 miles) in length shall have a minimum of one (1) evaluation section.

Each spot measurement for all yellow centerline retroreflectivity shall be performed in both directions at each spot location and averaged for acceptance. For long lines and dashed lines, if the average retroreflectivity as determined in accordance with ASTM D7585 fails to meet the minimum retroreflectivity requirements, or if 25% of the individual tests fail to meet the minimum retroreflectivity requirements, the entire length represented by the evaluation section shall be re-marked and re-tested until in compliance, at no additional cost to the Agency.

190. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (a) Pavement Marking Tape, Type I, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:

(a) Pavement Marking Tape, Type A. Type A tape for pavement markings is classified as high performance or high durable, and non-removable. Type A tape shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 708.12(a).

Type A tapes, when used as a final durable marking, shall be applied only by being inlaid in the bituminous pavement during the rolling operation or in a recess as defined in Subsection 646.09, and shall be applied in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements. Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums shall be 300 mcdl/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcdl/lx/m² for white markings.

191. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Epoxy Paint, is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (e).
192. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (c) Thermoplastic, is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic.

193. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (d) Polyurea Paint, is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (h).

194. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (e) Methyl-methacrylate Paint, is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (i).

195. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby further modified by adding the following new parts (b), (c), and (d):

(b) Pavement Marking Tape, Type B. Type B tape for pavement markings is classified as non-removable, used in long line applications. Type B tape shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 708.12(b).

Type B tapes, when used as a final durable marking, shall be applied only by being inlaid in the bituminous pavement during the rolling operation or in a recess as defined in Subsection 646.09, and shall be applied in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements. Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums shall be 300 mcdl/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcdl/lx/m² for white markings.

(c) Pavement Marking Tape, Type C. Type C tape for pavement markings is classified as non-removable, used in intersection applications. Type C tape shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 708.12(c).

Type C tapes, when used as a final durable marking, shall be applied only by being inlaid in the bituminous pavement during the rolling operation or in a recess as defined in Subsection 646.09, and shall be applied in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements.

(d) Pavement Marking Tape, Type D. Type D tape for pavement markings is classified as non-removable, used for symbols and legends applications. Type D tape shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 708.12(d).

Type D tapes, when used as a final durable marking, shall be applied only by being inlaid in the bituminous pavement during the rolling operation or in a recess as defined in Subsection 646.09, and shall be applied in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements. Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums shall be 300 mcdl/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcdl/lx/m² for white markings.

196. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (e) Epoxy Paint, is hereby modified by deleting the fifth (last) sentence in its entirety.

197. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (e) Epoxy Paint, is hereby further modified by adding the following sentences:

Epoxy paint shall be applied at a rate to create a uniform wet film in place thickness of 558.8 µm (22 mils) with an allowable range of ±50.8 µm (±2 mils) unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. Minimum application rates are 1.7 square meters per liter (70 square feet per gallon). Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums shall be 300 mcdl/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcdl/lx/m² for white markings.
198. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, is hereby modified by replacing the phrase “708.10” with the phrase “708.10(a)” at the end of the first paragraph.

199. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the third paragraph:

Thermoplastic markings shall be applied at a rate to create a uniform hot film in place thickness of 2667 µm (105 mils) with an allowable range of ± 127 µm (±5 mils) unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. Minimum application rates are 0.36 square meters per liter (15 square feet per gallon).

200. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (1) Thermoplastic Application Equipment, a. Mobile Applicator Equipment, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “between 2.4 and 2.5 mm (96 and 100 mils) thick” and replacing it with the phrase “with a uniform hot film in place thickness of 2667 µm (105 mils), with an allowable range of ± 127 µm (±5 mils)” in the second sentence of the second paragraph.

201. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (1) Thermoplastic Application Equipment, b. Portable Applicator Equipment, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “between 2 and 2.5 mm (80 and 100 mils) thick” and replacing it with the phrase “with a uniform hot film in place thickness of 2667 µm (105 mils) with an allowable range of ± 127 µm (±5 mils)” in the fourth sentence.

202. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (2) Application Requirements, b. Thermoplastic Composition, is hereby modified by replacing the phrase “708.10” with the phrase “708.10(a)”.

203. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (2) Application Requirements, d. Extruded Markings, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “thickness between 2.4 and 2.5 mm (96 and 100 mils)” and replacing it with the phrase “uniform hot film in place thickness between 2.54 and 2.794 mm (100 and 110 mils)”.

204. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (2) Application Requirements, e. Beads, is hereby modified by being re-named Optics.

205. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (2) Application Requirements, e. Optics, subpart 1., is hereby modified by adding the phrase “shall be” after the phrase “Type I”.

206. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (2) Application Requirements, e. Optics, subpart 1., is hereby further modified by adding the phrase “intermix of the” after the phrase “incorporated into the”.

207. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (2) Application Requirements, e. Optics, subpart 1., is hereby still further modified by deleting the numbers “28” and “30” and replacing them with the numbers “30” and “40”, respectively.

208. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (f) Extruded Thermoplastic, subpart (2) Application Requirements, e. Optics, subpart 2., is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:
2. Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums shall be 300 mcd/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcd/lx/m² for white markings.

209. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby still further modified by adding the following new part (g):

(g) Preformed Thermoplastic. Approved preformed thermoplastic marking materials shall be one of the preformed thermoplastic markings listed on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency's Research and Development Section under Subsection 708.10(b).

210. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (h) Polyurea Paint, is hereby modified by deleting the second sentence in its entirety.

211. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (h) Polyurea Paint, is hereby further modified by adding the following sentences:

Polyurea paint shall be applied at a rate to create a uniform wet film in place thickness of 558.8 µm (22 mils) with an allowable range of ±50.8 µm (±2 mils) unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. Minimum application rates are 1.7 square meters per liter (70 square feet per gallon). Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums for surface-applied polyurea shall be 300 mcd/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcd/lx/m² for white markings. Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums for recessed polyurea shall be 600 mcd/lx/m² for yellow markings and 800 mcd/lx/m² for white markings.

212. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (i) Methyl-methacrylate Paint, is hereby modified by deleting the second sentence in its entirety.

213. 646.07 DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (i) Methyl-methacrylate Paint, is hereby further modified by adding new subpart (l) as follows:

(l) Application Requirements.

a. Spray Applied Markings. All spray applied markings shall be applied at a rate to create a uniform wet film in place thickness of 762 µm (30 mils) with an allowable range of ±50.8 µm (±2 mils) unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. Minimum application rates are 1.4 square meters per liter (55 square feet per gallon). Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums for surface spray applied methyl-methacrylate shall be 300 mcd/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcd/lx/m² for white markings. Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums for recessed methyl-methacrylate shall be 300 mcd/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcd/lx/m² for white markings.

b. Extruded Markings. All extruded markings shall be applied at a rate to create a uniform wet film in place thickness of 2286 µm (90 mils) with an allowable range of ±127 µm (±5 mils) unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. Minimum application rates are 0.45 square meters per liter (18.3 square feet per gallon). Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums shall be 300 mcd/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcd/lx/m² for white markings.
c. Structured Markings. All structured markings shall be applied at a rate to create a uniform wet film in place thickness as per the manufacturer’s recommendations unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. Initial dry retroreflectivity minimums shall be 300 mcd/lx/m² for yellow markings and 400 mcd/lx/m² for white markings.

214. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “Type II” (first entry) and replacing it with the phrase “Temporary Pavement Marking” in the first sentence.

215. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (a) Pavement Marking Tape, Type II, is hereby modified by being re-named Temporary Pavement Marking Tape.

216. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (a) Temporary Pavement Marking Tape, is hereby modified by deleting the first sentence in its entirety and replacing it as follows:

This tape for pavement markings is classified as temporary and is removable.

217. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (a) Temporary Pavement Marking Tape, second sentence, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “Type II” and replacing it with the word “The” and by deleting the phrase “Subsection 708.12(b)” and replacing it with the phrase “Subsection 708.13(c)”.

218. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Pavement Marking Mask, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “Subsection 708.12(c)” and replacing it with the phrase “Subsection 708.13(d)” in the second sentence.

219. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (c) Raised Pavement Markers, Type II, is hereby modified by adding the following sentence to the second (last) paragraph:

They shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 708.13(b) and shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements.

220. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (d) Line Striping Targets, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:

(d) Line Striping Targets. Line striping targets are intended to be substitutes for pavement markings for not longer than 14 calendar days. Line striping targets shall be maintained and replaced as needed or as directed by the Engineer, until replaced by a temporary or permanent pavement marking.

Line striping targets of the color shown on the Plans or directed by the Engineer shall be installed as described below or as directed by the Engineer.

For solid longitudinal pavement markings, line striping targets shall be placed at 3 m (10 foot) intervals. For double centerline markings, line striping targets shall be paired. For dashed pavement markings, line striping targets shall be placed in groups of 3 spaced at 1.5 m (5 feet), with the groups separated by 10 m (30 foot) spaces, or as determined by the Engineer.
Line striping targets shall not be used to delineate passing zones on two lane non-divided highways.

Line striping targets shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 708.13(a) and shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements.

221. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby further modified by deleting the first sentence of the last paragraph in its entirety and replacing it as follows:

Temporary markings on the wearing course of pavement that remain in place for fewer than fourteen calendar days shall be Temporary Pavement Marking Tape, Type II raised pavement markers, or line striping targets.

222. 646.08 TEMPORARY PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby still further modified by deleting the word “seven” and replacing it with the word “fourteen” in the second (last) sentence of the last paragraph.

223. 646.09 OTHER RELATED MARKINGS, part (a) Pavement Marking Recess, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “provided is 125% of the material marking thickness” and replacing it with the phrase “meets the requirements of Table 646.09A” in the first sentence.

224. 646.09 OTHER RELATED MARKINGS, part (a) Pavement Marking Recess, is hereby further modified by deleting the last sentence in its entirety.

225. 646.09 OTHER RELATED MARKINGS, part (a) Pavement Marking Recess, is hereby still further modified by adding the following paragraphs and Table:

The bottom of the recess shall have a smooth, flat finished surface. The use of gang stacked Diamond cutting blades is required for asphalt pavement surfaces. The spacers between blade cuts shall be such that there will be less than a 254 µm (10 mil) rise in the finished groove between the blades.

Recesses shall be clean, dry, and free of laitance, oil, dirt, grease, paint, or other foreign contaminants prior to application of the pavement markings. The Contractor shall re-clean grooves, as necessary, prior to application of any primer or permanent markings. Depth plates shall be provided by the Contractor to assure that desired groove depth is achieved.
TABLE 646.09A – PAVEMENT MARKING RECESS DEPTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKING MATERIAL</th>
<th>STANDARD GLASS BEAD RECESS DEPTH µm (mils)</th>
<th>PREMIUM OPTIC RECESS DEPTH µm (mils)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Waterborne Paint</td>
<td>762-1016 (30-40)</td>
<td>762-1016 (30-40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray Applied Methyl-methacrylate</td>
<td>1016-1270 (40-50)</td>
<td>1778-2286 (70-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extruded Methyl-methacrylate</td>
<td>2540-2794 (100-110)</td>
<td>2540-2794 (100-110)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured Methyl-methacrylate</td>
<td>As recommended by manufacturer</td>
<td>As recommended by manufacturer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermoplastic</td>
<td>2540-2794 (100-110)</td>
<td>2540-2794 (100-110)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyurea</td>
<td>762-1270 (30-50)</td>
<td>1778-2286 (70-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>762-1270 (30-50)</td>
<td>1778-2286 (70-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Tape</td>
<td>As recommended by manufacturer</td>
<td>As recommended by manufacturer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Thermoplastic and Methyl-methacrylate with wet recoverable or wet reflective elements shall have a recess depth of 3048-3302 µm (120-130 mils).

226. 646.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT, part (a) Paint Pavement Markings, is hereby modified by adding the following pay item ranges:

- 646.200 to 646.209 100 mm (4 inch) White Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.2110 to 646.2119 100 mm (4 inch) Yellow Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.2140 to 646.2149 150 mm (6 inch) White Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.2150 to 646.2159 150 mm (6 inch) Yellow Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.221 to 646.229 200 mm (8 inch) White Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.231 to 646.239 200 mm (8 inch) Yellow Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.241 to 646.249 300 mm (12 inch) White Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.251 to 646.259 300 mm (12 inch) Yellow Line Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.261 to 646.269 600 mm (24 inch) Stop Bar Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.300 to 646.309 Letter or Symbol Each
- 646.311 to 646.319 Crosswalk Marking Meter (Linear Foot)
- 646.321 to 646.329 Railroad Crossing Symbol Each

SECTION 653 – EROSION PREVENTION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES

227. 653.15 BIOTECHNICAL SLOPE PROTECTION, part (a) Erosion Logs, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

(a) Erosion Logs. Erosion logs shall be installed to intercept water flow and collect sediment and associated pollutants by settling and filtering. Erosion logs may be placed over bare or mulched soils or rolled erosion control products; around inlet and outlets; as check dams in unvegetated ditches, slope interrupters on steep
slopes, and perimeter control; and along stream banks as a base for plantings. Some types of erosion logs (typically those with a heavier filtering medium such as compost) can be used in applications where underlying conditions are unsuitable (frozen ground, paved surfaces, sensitive plantings areas, etc.) for trenching.

Prior to placing erosion logs, the ground surface shall be properly graded and compacted and free of depressions or obstructions such as tree roots, protruding stones, or other foreign matter.

Erosion logs shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation guidelines, staking pattern guide, and details based upon the intended use on the construction site.

The Contractor shall remove accumulated sediment when it has reached 1/2 of the effective height of the log, or as directed by the Engineer. Alternatively, a new erosion log may be placed on top of and slightly behind the original one creating more sediment storage capacity. Erosion logs shall be maintained until disturbed area above the device has been permanently stabilized and construction activity has ceased.

When used as a temporary erosion prevention and sediment control measure, erosion logs may be cut open and left in place, but only if the fill material and netting are 100% biodegradable and the material is spread or graded flat so as to not cause concentration of future surface runoff.

**SECTION 656 – PLANTING TREES, SHRUBS, AND VINES**

228. **656.02 MATERIALS,** is hereby modified by deleting the first entry in the Subsection listing (for “Barrier Fence”) in its entirety.

229. **656.02 MATERIALS,** is hereby further modified by adding the following as the second paragraph (directly below the Subsection listing):

Barrier Fence shall meet the requirements of Section 653.

**SECTION 677 – OVERHEAD TRAFFIC SIGN SUPPORTS**

230. **677.01 DESCRIPTION,** is hereby modified by adding the phrase “and removing and disposing of existing overhead traffic sign supports,” after the phrase “supports,”.

231. **677.02 MATERIALS,** is hereby modified by deleting subsection “753.05” for Grounding Electrodes and replacing it with “752.15”.

232. **677.03 GENERAL,** is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph:

Where existing overhead traffic sign supports are to be removed, the Contractor shall remove and dispose of the entire sign assembly, including concrete footings, to a depth of 450 mm (18 inches) below existing grade. Areas of ground disturbance shall be restored to the satisfaction of the Engineer.

233. **677.04 GROUNDING,** is hereby modified by deleting the second and third sentences of the first paragraph, and also deleting the second and third paragraphs in their entirety.
234. 677.04 GROUNDING. is hereby further modified by adding the phrase “in accordance with section 678” at the end of the first sentence of the first paragraph.

235. 677.05 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph:

The quantity of Remove Existing Overhead Sign Assembly of the type specified to be measured for payment will be the number of each assembly removed in the complete and accepted work.

236. 677.06 BASIS OF PAYMENT, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraphs and pay items:

The accepted quantity of Remove Existing Overhead Sign Assembly of the type specified will be paid for at the Contract unit price per each. Payment will be full compensation for removing and disposing of assembly components, including concrete footings; for performing any excavation necessary; for restoring areas of ground disturbance; and for furnishing all labor, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.

Costs associated with providing traffic control and/or flaggers for performing the work will be paid under the appropriate Contract item(s).

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>677.30 Remove Existing Overhead Sign Assembly, Cantilever</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>677.35 Remove Existing Overhead Sign Assembly, Multi-Support</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 678 – TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNALS

237. 678.01 DESCRIPTION, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “, and removing existing traffic control systems” after the word “system” in the first paragraph.

238. 678.02 MATERIALS, is hereby modified by deleting the following from the Subsections listing:

   Junction Box.................................. 752.12
   Grounding Electrodes.................. 753.05

239. 678.02 MATERIALS, is hereby further modified by adding the following to the Subsection listing at the appropriate location following the subsections sequence:

   Pull Box.................................. 752.12(a)
   Junction Box............................. 752.12(b)
   Grounding Electrodes............. 752.15

240. 678.02 MATERIALS, is hereby further modified by deleting “convers” and replacing it with the word “covers” in the second sentence of the last paragraph of the Subsection text.
241. **678.07 DETECTORS AND CONTROLLERS**, is hereby corrected by deleting “manufacturer” and replacing it with the word “manufacturer” in the first sentence of the second (last) paragraph.

242. **678.11 INSTALLATION**, sixteenth paragraph, part (a), is hereby modified by adding the following:

   The Contractor shall remove any equipment to be salvaged or reused in such a manner that the equipment is not damaged.

243. **678.13 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the following paragraph:

   The quantity of Removal of Existing Traffic Control Signal System to be measured for payment will be for each traffic control signal system removed in the complete and accepted work.

244. **678.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “all removal, disposal, and salvage and/or reuse of existing system equipment and components,” after the phrase “Electrical Wiring,” in the second sentence of the first paragraph.

245. **678.14 BASIS OF PAYMENT**, is hereby further modified by adding the following paragraph and pay item:

   The accepted quantity of Removal of Existing Traffic Control Signal System will be paid for at the Contract unit price per each. Payment will be full compensation for removing and handling the existing traffic control signal system components as specified in the Contract Documents and for furnishing all labor, materials, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.

   Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>678.45 Removal of Existing Traffic Control Signal System</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECTION 679-STREET LIGHTING**

246. **679 STREET LIGHTING**, is hereby modified by deleting in its entirety and replacing with the following:

   **679.01 DESCRIPTION.** This work shall consist of removing, furnishing, and installing the street lighting components necessary to provide a complete and operational system.

   Street light assemblies shall consist of Light Pole Foundations, Transformer Bases, Light Poles, Bracket Arms and Luminaires.

   **679.02 MATERIALS.** Materials shall meet the requirements of the following Subsections:

   - Grounding Electrodes.............................................752.15
   - Light Pole Foundations.....................................753.06
   - Transformer Bases..............................................753.07
   - Light Poles..................................................753.08
   - Bracket Arms...............................................753.09
   - Luminaires......................................................753.10
679.03 GENERAL. Street lights shall be installed as specified in the Contract Documents.

Street Lights shall be designed to withstand an equivalent wind load of 160 KPH (100 MPH) velocity with an allowable angular deflection of 70 minutes or less.

All wiring shall meet the current National Electric Code.


679.04 SUBMITTALS. The Contractor shall submit Fabrication Drawings in accordance with Subsection 105.03. The submittal shall contain the following information, at a minimum:

(a) Wiring.

(1) Conductor material, insulation type, voltage rating and temperature rating.

(b) Light Pole Foundations.

(1) Dimensions and material specifications for all hardware used to mount the transformer base to the Light Pole Foundation.

(2) For pre-cast Light Pole Foundations: complete design details and material specifications for Light Pole Foundations.

(c) Transformer Bases.

(1) Dimensions for bottom and top of Transformer Base, height of Transformer Base, Transformer Base door dimensions, bolt pattern for mounting the Transformer Base to the Light Pole Foundation and type of Transformer Base. Including documentation indicating the Transformer Base meets the AASHTO standards.

(2) Dimensions and material specifications for all hardware used to mount the Light Pole to the Transformer Base.

(d) Light Poles.

(1) Dimensions for pole height, mounting height, pole diameter (top and bottom), handhole (size and location), anchor base, bolt circle, and mounting bolt size.

(2) Dimensions for the bolt pattern for mounting the light pole to the transformer base.

(a) Material specifications for all components of the light pole.

(b) Welding information in accordance with Subsection 506.10.

(c) The welding process and procedures and the materials used to make the two continuous circumferential welds, one attaching the
top of the anchor base to the pole shaft and the other attaching
the bottom of the pole shaft to the inside of the shoe base.

(d) Special features as shown on the Plans, such as finish or color.

(e) Bracket Arms.

(1) Dimensions for Bracket Arm length and diameter.

(2) Details for connection of Bracket Arm to Light Pole (details shall
be specific to the pole material the arm is to be mounted on).

(3) Welding information in accordance with Subsection 506.10.

(4) Material specifications for Bracket Arm and mounting hardware.

(f) Luminaires.

(1) Luminaire Data

a. Manufacturer

b. Model Number

c. Wattage

d. Lamp type (with number of LEDs)

e. Any other features, such as finish, special wire access, etc.

f. BUG Rating

g. Operating Amperage

h. Street Lighting Control Device

(2) Photometric Data (to be supplied when a street lighting design is
not included in the Plans or when changes to the Plans are
proposed).

a. IES Distribution type.

b. Utilization curve.

c. Iso-lux curves.

d. Mounting height factor.

e. Maintenance factor.

679.05 BRACKET ARM. Bracket Arms shall be installed as shown in the Contract
Documents.

The length and mounting height of Bracket Arms shall be as shown on the approved
drawings. The Bracket Arm shall be mounted perpendicular to the centerline of
roadway, unless otherwise specified. The Bracket Arm shall be provided with a
50 mm (2inch) slip-fit mounting of sufficient length to accommodate the
Luminaire.
All welds shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 506.10, no field welds shall be allowed.

679.06 LUMINAIRE. Luminaires shall meet the requirements of the current VTrans Lighting Design Guide unless otherwise specified in the Plans.

679.07 STREET LIGHT ASSEMBLY. Street Light Assemblies shall be installed as shown in the Contract Documents and shall include the following:

(a) Light Pole Foundation. Light Pole Foundations shall be installed as shown in the Contract Documents.

Excavation and Backfill shall be in accordance with Section 203

(b) Transformer Bases. Transformer Bases shall be installed on Light Pole Foundations as shown in the Contract Documents. The bottom plate of the Transformer Base shall have a grounding bolt and nut, easily accessible from the transformer base door. Transformer Bases, and all wiring contained in the Transformer Bases, shall meet the requirements of the current edition of the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic Signals, and its latest revisions, for breakaway features.

(C) Light Poles. Light Poles shall be mounted on Transformer Bases as shown in the Contract Documents.

The anchor base shall be attached to the pole shaft by two continuous welds, one inside the base at the end of the shaft and the other on the outside at the top of the anchor base. All welds shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 506.10, no field welding shall be allowed.

Light Poles shall be plumb and level. A 100 by 150 mm (4 inch x 6 inch) handhole, complete with cover and hardware shall be located approximately 450 mm (18 inches) above the top of the Transformer Base directly above the transformer base door. A lip shall be provided around the handhole opening to prevent the cover from tipping and falling inside the hole. A grounding bolt and nut, easily accessible from the handhole, shall be located inside the pole shaft.

The pole cap shall be securely held in place.

(a) Bracket Arms. Bracket Arms shall be as specified herein.

(b) Luminaires. Luminaires shall be as specified herein.

679.08 REMOVE STREET LIGHT ASSEMBLY. The Contactor shall remove the entire Street Light Assembly as identified in the Plans, including the light pole foundation, transformer base, light pole, bracket arm, luminaire, wiring and all other incidentals.

The Street Light Assembly shall become property of the Contractor. All components of the Street Light Assembly shall be removed from the project and properly disposed of by the Contractor.
All voids resulting from this work shall be backfilled in accordance with Subsection 203.

679.09 REMOVE AND RESET LIGHT POLE. The Contractor shall remove, store and reset the transformer base, light pole, bracket arm, luminaire, wiring and other incidentals as shown in the Plans. All light poles shall be carefully separated from the light pole foundation on which they are mounted.

Light poles shall be completely removed from the light pole foundation, transported and stored at locations specified in the Contract Documents or as ordered by the Engineer and reset on the light pole foundation at the original location.

679.10 STREET LIGHTING CONTROL DEVICES. An Astronomical Clock shall be provided for each wired group of Street Lights and installed at the power Stanchion for each group, unless otherwise noted in the Plans.

Astronomical Clocks shall have two circuit scheduling, at least 20 set points for individual programs for each day of the week, be capable of daylight savings time adjustments, have a manual override and a power outage backup system with permanent schedule retention and memory module.

All Astronomical Clocks shall be placed in an enclosure meeting NEMA 3R standards and all shall be the same for the project, a mix of clocks will not be allowed for new installations.

679.11 POWER DROP STANCHION, STREET LIGHTING. Power Drop Stanchion, Street Lighting shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 678.08.

679.12 ELECTRIC WIRING. All wiring shall be in accordance with the NEC and Section 678.

All current carrying conductors shall have a fusible disconnect in the base of each Light Pole accessible from the hand hole or breakaway base.

Conductors shall not have any unnecessary kinks or bends. End caps, when necessary, of the appropriate size for the service conductors shall be installed at all termination points in pull boxes, junction boxes and pole bases.

679.13 FINISH. All Transformer Bases, Light Poles, Bracket Arms and Luminaires shall have either a powder coating or anodized aluminum finish, all finishes shall be factory applied finishes.

Anodized aluminum coatings shall have a minimum coating thickness of 1.0 mil.

Powder coatings shall be a thermosetting material, with a minimum film thickness of 4.0 mil. The powder coating process shall have pre-treatment steps that ensure complete cleaning and adherence of the coating materials, including at least the following steps: hot alkaline wash, rinse, hot phosphoric acid etching, and final rinse. It shall be free of blisters, cracks, stains and similar defects.

679.14 ACCEPTANCE.

(a) Prior to acceptance of the street lighting system the system shall successfully complete a test period. The street lighting systems shall be completely operable and energized for 30 consecutive days without any defects in the system for successful completion of the test period. All required adjustments to the Street Lighting
Control Device, if required, shall be completed to the satisfaction of the Engineer prior to acceptance.

(b) The Contractor shall be responsible for all power costs through project acceptance.

679.15 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT.

The quantity of Bracket Arm to be measured for payment will be the number of each bracket arm installed in the complete and accepted work.

The quantity of Luminaire to be measured for payment will be the number of each luminaire installed in the complete and accepted work.

The quantity of Street Light Assembly to be measured for payment will be the number of each Street Light Assembly installed in the complete and accepted work.

The quantity of Remove Street Light Assembly to be measured for payment will be the number of each Street Light Assembly removed in the complete and accepted work.

The quantity of Remove and Reset Light Pole to be measured for payment will be the number of each Salvaged Light Pole removed, stored, and erected in the complete and accepted work.

The quantity for Street Lighting Control Device to be measured for payment will be the number of each Street Lighting Control Device installed in the complete and accepted work.

The accepted quantity of Power Drop Stanchion, Street Lighting to be measured for payment will be the number of each stanchion installed in the complete and accepted work.

679.16 BASIS OF PAYMENT. Street lighting item prices shall be full compensation for furnishing, transporting, handling, and placing the materials specified. When a Power Drop Stanchion, Street Lighting is not a contract item, connections to the power source, circuit testing, and the furnishing of all labor, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to complete the work will be incidental to other items.

The accepted quantity of Bracket Arm shall be full compensation for the bracket arm, wiring within the bracket arm, hardware required to mount the bracket arm to light pole and other incidentals as necessary to complete the work. Bracket arm shall be paid for at the Contract unit price for each.

The accepted quantity of Luminaire shall be full compensation for the luminaire housing, ballasts, lamps, photoelectric control device and other incidentals as necessary to complete the work. Luminaire shall be paid for at the Contract unit price for each.

The accepted quantity of Street Light Assembly shall be full compensation for the light pole foundation, transformer base, light pole, bracket arm luminaire, wiring within the Street Light Assembly and other incidentals as necessary to complete the work. Street Light Assembly shall be paid for at the Contract unit price for each.

The accepted quantity of Remove Street Light Assembly shall be full compensation for removing and disposing a street light assembly, including light pole
foundation, transformer base, light pole, bracket arm, luminaire, wiring and other incidentals. Remove Street Light Assembly shall be paid for at the contract unit price for each.

The accepted quantity of Remove and Reset Light Pole shall be full compensation for removing, storing and installing a salvaged light pole, including transformer base, light pole, bracket arm, luminaire wiring and other incidentals as necessary to complete the work. Remove and Reset Light Pole shall be paid for at the contract unit price for each.

The accepted quantity of Street Lighting Control Device shall be full compensation for installing a fully functional Street Lighting Control Device at the Contract unit price for each.

The accepted quantity of Power Drop Stanchion, Street Lighting shall be full compensation for all work, materials and incidentals necessary to complete the work. Power Drop Stanchion, Street Lighting shall be paid for at the Contract unit price for each.

Circuit testing and connections to power sources will not be paid for separately but will be considered incidental to the Contract items that include the costs of wiring.

The cost of furnishing and installing electrical conduit, wired conduit, electrical wiring, electrical conduit sleeve, pull boxes, and junction boxes, when not covered under the Section 678, shall be considered incidental to items in this section.

Payment will be made under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pay Item</th>
<th>Pay Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>679.24 Remove Street Light Assembly</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679.25 Remove and Reset Light Pole</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679.46 Street Light Assembly</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679.47 Bracket Arm</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679.50 Luminaire</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679.54 Street Lighting Control Device</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679.55 Power Drop Stanchion, Street Lighting</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 700 - GENERAL

247. 700.01 GENERAL STATEMENT., is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:

700.01 GENERAL STATEMENT. Where the Contract requires that materials conform to the requirements of AASHTO, ASTM, or other specifications, the latest publications and all modifications thereto in effect on the date of the Invitation for Bids shall apply.

Materials shall be accepted in accordance with the Agency’s Quality Assurance Program and the Materials Sampling Manual.

Whenever there is a Subsection entitled “General Requirements” within any Division 700 Section, the requirements of that Subsection are applicable to all other Subsections in that Section.
248. **700.02 MATERIALS CERTIFICATIONS** is hereby modified by deleted in its entirely and replaced as follows:

700.02 THIS SUBSECTION RESERVED.

**SECTION 702 – BITUMINOUS MATERIALS**

249. **702.02 PERFORMANCE-GRADED ASPHALT BINDER (PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM), part (a) Properties,** is hereby modified by adding the abbreviation “(PGB)” after the word “binder” in the first sentence.

250. **702.02 PERFORMANCE-GRADED ASPHALT BINDER (PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM), part (a) Properties,** is hereby further modified by deleting the second sentence of the first paragraph in its entirety and replacing it with the following:

PGB shall be asphalt prepared solely by the refining of crude petroleum and shall meet the requirements of AASHTO M 320 from facilities compliant with AASHTO R 29 without the addition of modifiers.

251. **702.02 PERFORMANCE-GRADED ASPHALT BINDER (PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM), part (a) Properties,** is hereby still further modified by adding the following as the third and fourth (last) sentences of the second paragraph:

If additives are used for the modification of asphalt, preapproval is required. The addition of any material not normally obtained during the initial refining process shall constitute modified asphalt and shall be labeled appropriately.

252. **702.02 PERFORMANCE-GRADED ASPHALT BINDER (PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM), part (a) Properties,** is hereby still further modified by adding the following as the third (last) paragraph:

The performance graded binder shall be manufactured in accordance with the approved Quality Control Plan. The manufacturer shall remain in compliance with the plan, including all notifications, sampling, testing, and reporting requirements.

253. **702.02 PERFORMANCE-GRADED ASPHALT BINDER (PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM), part (b) Pretest,** is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (c).

254. **702.02 PERFORMANCE-GRADED ASPHALT BINDER (PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM), part (c) Certification,** is hereby modified by being re-designated as part (d).

255. **702.02 PERFORMANCE-GRADED ASPHALT BINDER (PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM), is hereby modified by adding the following new part (b):**

(b) **Effect of Approval.** VTrans reserves its right to remove its approval of any PGB lot if, in the sole discretion of the Agency, such approval was based on a material non-disclosure by the PGB supplier.

**SECTION 704 – AGGREGATES**

256. **704.10 AGGREGATE FOR BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PAVEMENT, part (a) Aggregate for Marshall Bituminous Concrete Pavement, subpart (1) Grading, c. Recycled Asphalt Pavement (RAP),** is hereby modified by deleting the word “four” and replacing it with the word “two” in the seventh sentence of the fifth paragraph.
257. 704.10 AGGREGATE FOR BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PAVEMENT, part (b) Aggregate for Superpave Bituminous Concrete Pavement, subpart (1) Grading, c. Recycled Asphalt Pavement (RAP), is hereby modified by deleting the word “four” and replacing it with the word “two” in the seventh sentence of the sixth paragraph.

258. 704.12 AGGREGATE FOR SURFACE COURSE AND SHOULDERS, is hereby modified by deleting in its entirety and replacing them with the following:

704.12 AGGREGATE FOR SURFACE COURSE AND SHOULDERS.

(a) Aggregate for Aggregate Surface Course and Aggregate Shoulders. Aggregate shall consist solely of crushed gravel or crushed stone. It shall be reasonably free from silt, loam, clay, organic matter or other deleterious materials.

All aggregates shall meet the following requirements:

(1) Grading. The entire gradation shall be uniformly graded and shall meet the gradation requirements of the following table as determined in accordance with AASHTO T 27 and AASHTO T 11:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Designation</th>
<th>Percentage by Mass Passing Square Mesh Sieves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37.5 mm (1 1/2 inch)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0 mm (1 inch)</td>
<td>90 to 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.75 mm (No. 4)</td>
<td>45 to 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 μm (No. 100)</td>
<td>0 to 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 μm (No. 200)</td>
<td>0 to 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Percent of Wear. The percent of wear shall not be more than 40 percent for material used as aggregate surface course or not more than 50 percent for material used as aggregate shoulders, excluding bituminous materials. Percent wear shall be in accordance with AASHTO T 96.

(3) Fractured Faces. When crushed gravel is used at least 50 percent by mass (weight), of the material coarser than the 4.75 mm (No. 4) sieve from each stockpile shall have at least two fractured faces. Fractured faces shall be in accordance with Vermont Standard Test Procedures AOT-MRD 23.

(b) Aggregate Shoulders, RAP. Aggregate for Aggregate Shoulders, RAP shall consist solely of Bituminous Concrete Pavement. RAP shall be such that 100% of the material passes the 37.5 mm (1 1/2 inch) sieve prior to placement.

SECTION 708 – PAINTS, STAINS, AND TRAFFIC MARKING MATERIALS

259. 708.01 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, part (c) Sampling, Testing, and Certification, subpart (2) Testing, is hereby modified by adding the following:
All other materials may be required to be tested on a cold weather AASHTO National Transportation Product Evaluation Program (NTPEP) pavement marking test deck.

260. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, is hereby modified by adding the following as the first paragraph:

Ready-mixed Low VOC Chlorinated Rubber Traffic Paint shall consist of 100% chlorinated rubber type, fast drying traffic paint that shall contain properly formulated pigment and vehicle to give the desired results.

261. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, subpart (1) Materials, is hereby modified by adding the following new subpart d.:

(d) The paint shall contain a maximum of 0.005% w/w (50 ppm w/w) lead. The EPA Method 1311 (TCLP) extract of the paint shall not contain amounts of cadmium, mercury, hexavalent chromium, or other toxic heavy metals in excess of the limits specified in SW-846.

262. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, subpart (2) Composition, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “and shall be a 100% acrylic binder” in the first sentence.

263. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, subpart (2) Composition, is hereby further modified by deleting the phrase “Table 708.08A” and replacing it with the phrase “the following:” in the second (last) sentence.

264. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, subpart (2) Composition, is hereby still further modified by deleting TABLE 708.08A in its entirety and replacing it with the following:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC</th>
<th>WHITE</th>
<th>YELLOW/BLUE/GREEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pigment Content, % by Mass (Weight) (ASTM D3723)</td>
<td>55% min.</td>
<td>55% min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59% max.</td>
<td>59% max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Content, % by Mass (Weight)</td>
<td>38% min.</td>
<td>38% min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42% max.</td>
<td>42% max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOC Content, Mass (Weight) per Unit Volume (ASTM D3960)</td>
<td>150 g/L (1.25 lb/gal) max.</td>
<td>150 g/L (1.25 lb/gal) max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Content, %</td>
<td>0.005% max.</td>
<td>0.005% max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Pigment</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yellow #65 or #75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium Dioxide, Rutile Type II, (ASTM D1394)</td>
<td>120 g/L (1.00 lb/gal) max.</td>
<td>25 g/L (0.21 lb/gal) max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Non-Volatile Content, % by Mass (Weight) (ASTM D2369)</td>
<td>70.0% min.</td>
<td>69.0% min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, (ASTM D1475)</td>
<td>1.50 ± 0.04 kg/L (12.5 ± 0.33 lb/gal)</td>
<td>1.46 ± 0.04 kg/L (12.2 ±/− 0.33 lb/gal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close Cup Flash Point (ASTM D 3278)</td>
<td>4°C (39 °F) min.</td>
<td>4°C (39°F) min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 708.08B – LOW VOC ACETONE BASED TRAFFIC PAINT COMPOSITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC</th>
<th>WHITE</th>
<th>YELLOW/BLUE/GREEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pigment Content, % by Mass (Weight) (ASTM D3723)</td>
<td>53% min. 57% max.</td>
<td>51% min 56% max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Content, % by Mass (Weight)</td>
<td>37% min. 42% max.</td>
<td>37% min. 42% max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOC Content, Mass (Weight) per Unit Volume (ASTM D3960)</td>
<td>150 g/L (1.25 lb/gal) max.</td>
<td>150 g/L (1.25 lb/gal) max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Content, %</td>
<td>0.005% max.</td>
<td>0.005% max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Pigment</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yellow #65 or #75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium Dioxide, Rutile Type II, (ASTM D1394)</td>
<td>120 g/L (1.00 lb/gal) max.</td>
<td>25 g/L (0.21 lb/gal) max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Non-Volatile Content, % by Mass (Weight) (ASTM D2369)</td>
<td>70.0% min.</td>
<td>69.0% min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, (ASTM D1475)</td>
<td>1.415 ± 0.04 kg/L (11.8 ± 0.33 lb/gal)</td>
<td>1.367 ± 0.04 kg/L (11.4 +/- 0.33 lb/gal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close Cup Flash Point (ASTM D 3278)</td>
<td>-20°C (-4°F) min.</td>
<td>-20°C (-4°F) min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

265. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, subpart (3) Laboratory Tests, subpart a. Viscosity, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:

a. **Viscosity.**

1. **Chlorinated Rubber Traffic Paint.** The paint viscosity shall not be less than 74 nor more than 90 Krebs units at 25°C (77°F) when tested according to ASTM D562.

2. **Acetone Based Traffic Paint.** The paint viscosity shall not be less than 70 nor more than 88 Krebs units at 25°C (77°F) when tested according to ASTM D562.
266. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, subpart (4) Sampling and Testing, subpart a. Sampling Size, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “per batch of each type and color of traffic paint” and replacing it with the phrase “of each traffic paint per batch,” in the first sentence.

267. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (b) Low VOC Traffic Paint, subpart (4) Sampling and Testing, subpart c. Sample Delivery, is hereby modified by deleting the first paragraph in its entirety and replacing it as follows:

All samples shall be delivered to the Materials Engineer, Vermont Agency of Transportation, Materials Section, 2178 Airport Road Unit B, Berlin, Vermont 05641.

268. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (d) Waterborne Traffic Paint, subpart (3) Laboratory Tests, d. Drying Time (No Pick Up Time), is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “380 microns” and replacing it with the phrase “381 µm”.

269. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (d) Waterborne Traffic Paint, subpart (3) Laboratory Tests, e. No Track Time (Field Test), is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “508 microns” and replacing it with the phrase “508 µm” in the second sentence.

270. 708.08 PAINT FOR PAVEMENT MARKINGS, part (d) Waterborne Traffic Paint, subpart (4) Sampling and Testing, c. Sample Delivery, is hereby corrected by deleting the phrase “1716 Barre-Montpelier Road, Berlin, VT 05602” and replacing it with the phrase “2178 Airport Road Unit B, Berlin, Vermont 05641” in the first paragraph.

271. 708.09 GLASS BEADS, is hereby modified by being re-named OPTICS.

272. 708.09 OPTICS, is hereby modified by adding new part (a) heading Glass Beads.

273. 708.09 OPTICS, part (a) Properties, is hereby modified by being re-designated as subpart (1) under part (a) heading Glass Beads.

274. 708.09 OPTICS, part (b) Certification, is hereby modified by being re-designated as subpart (2) under part (a) heading Glass Beads.

275. 708.09 OPTICS, is hereby further modified by adding the following new parts (b) and (c):

(b) Premium Optics. Approved premium optics shall be one of the premium optics listed on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section.

(b) Wet Recoverable and Wet Reflective Optics. Approved wet recoverable and wet reflective optics shall be one of the wet recoverable and wet reflective optics listed on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section.

276. 708.10 THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKINGS, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:
708.10 THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKINGS.

(a) Thermoplastic Pavement Markings, Type A. Type A Thermoplastic Pavement Markings shall be one of the Thermoplastic Pavement Markings on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section. These markings shall be used in long line applications or as specified in the Contract Documents. Thermoplastic composition shall comply with Table 708.10A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 708.10A – THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKING COMPOSITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(by mass (weight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Beads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Thermoplastic Pavement Markings, Type B. Type B Thermoplastic Pavement Markings shall be one of the Preformed Thermoplastic Pavement Markings on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section. These markings shall be used in intersection applications for legends, stopbars, or symbols or as specified in the Contract Documents.

277. 708.11 RAISED PAVEMENT MARKERS, is hereby modified by being re-named RAISED PAVEMENT MARKERS, TYPE I.

278. 708.12 PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE, is hereby modified by deleting parts (a) Pavement Marking Tape, Type I, (b) Pavement Marking Tape, Type II, and (c) Pavement Marking Mask in their entirety and replacing them as follows:

(a) Pavement Marking Tape, Type A. Type A Pavement Marking Tape shall be one of the non-removable permanent pavement marking tapes on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section that exhibit high adhesion, high durability, and high retroreflectivity. These markings shall be used in high AADT locations in long line applications as specified in the Contract Documents.

(b) Pavement Marking Tape, Type B. Type B Pavement Marking Tape shall be one of the non-removable pavement marking tapes on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section. These markings shall be used in lower AADT locations in long line applications as specified in the Contract Documents.

(c) Pavement Marking Tape, Type C. Type C Pavement Marking Tape shall be one of the non-removable pavement marking tapes on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section. These markings shall be used at intersection locations only as specified in the Contract Documents.

279. 708.12 PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE, is hereby further modified by adding the following new part (d):

(d) Pavement Marking Tape, Type D. Type D Pavement Marking Tape for legends and symbols shall be one of the non-removable pavement marking tapes on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section. These markings shall be used for preformed traffic markings made of the same material as that of an approved permanent Type A, B, or C tape.
280. 708.13 PREFORMED TRAFFIC MARKINGS AND SYMBOLS, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:

708.13 TEMPORARY DELINEATION SYSTEMS.

(a) Line Striping Targets. Line Striping Targets shall be one of the Line Striping Targets on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section.

(b) Raised Pavement Markers, Type II. Acceptable Raised Pavement Markers shall be one of the Raised Pavement Markers on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section.

(c) Temporary Pavement Marking Tape. Pavement Marking Tape shall be one of the removable pavement marking tapes on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section.

(d) Pavement Marking Mask. Pavement Marking Mask shall be one of the Masking Marking Tapes on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Research and Development Section.

281. 708.14 LINE STRIPING TARGETS, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety.

SECTION 710 – CULVERTS, STORM DRAINS, AND SEWER PIPES, NONMETAL

282. 710.03 CORRUGATED POLYETHYLENE PIPE, is hereby modified by adding the following as the last sentence:

In order to maintain approval status, polyethylene pipe manufacturers must participate in, and maintain compliance with, the AASHTO National Transportation Product Evaluation Program (NTPEP), which audits producers of the pipe.

283. 710.07 CORRUGATED POLYPROPYLENE PIPE, is hereby made a new Subsection of the Standard Specifications as follows:

284. 710.07 CORRUGATED POLYPROPYLENE PIPE. Corrugated polypropylene pipe and fittings shall conform to the latest revisions of AASHTO M 330, Type S. Acceptable corrugated polypropylene pipe shall be one of the corrugated polypropylene pipe products on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Materials and Research Section. In order to maintain approval status, polypropylene pipe manufacturers must participate in, and maintain compliance with, the AASHTO National Transportation Product Evaluation Program (NTPEP), which audits producers of the pipe.

SECTION 712 – CRIBBING MATERIALS

285. 712.04 GABION BASKETS, part (a) Wire for Gabion Baskets, is hereby modified by changing the word “shall” to the word “may” and by adding the phrase “or welded panels” after the phrase “woven wire mesh” in the first sentence of the first paragraph.

286. 712.04 GABION BASKETS, part (a) Wire for Gabion Baskets, is hereby further modified by adding the following as the third sentence of the first paragraph:

Welded panels shall be coated by hot dip galvanizing after fabrication.
287. **712.04 GABION BASKETS**, part (b) PVC Coating for Gabion Baskets, is hereby modified by adding the following new subpart (7):

(7) **Punch Test.** The mesh shall achieve satisfactory performance on the Punch Test, as described in ASTM A975 13.1.4. This requirement applies to both woven and welded gabion baskets.

**SECTION 713 – REINFORCING STEEL, WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT, AND REINFORCING STRAND**

288. **713.01 BAR REINFORCEMENT**, is hereby modified by deleting the phrase “conforming to AASHTO M 31M/M 31, including supplementary requirements” and replacing it with the phrase “, unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents” in the first paragraph.

289. **713.01 BAR REINFORCEMENT**, is hereby further modified by adding the following new parts (a)-(f) and associated paragraphs:

(a) **Plain Reinforcing Steel.** Plain reinforcing steel shall conform to AASHTO M 31M/M 31, including supplementary requirements.

(b) **Low Alloy Reinforcing Steel.** Low alloy reinforcing steel shall conform to ASTM A 706/A 706M.

(c) **Epoxy Coated Reinforcing Steel.** Epoxy coated reinforcing steel shall have an electrostatically applied organic epoxy protective coating, which has been prequalified, fabricated, tested, and installed in accordance with AASHTO M 284M/M 284.

(d) **Stainless Clad Reinforcing Steel.** Stainless clad reinforcing steel shall meet the requirements of AASHTO M 329M/M 329.

(e) **Dual-Coated Reinforcing Steel.** Dual-coated reinforcing steel shall meet the requirements of ASTM A 1055/A 1055M.

(f) **Solid Stainless Reinforcing Steel.** Solid stainless reinforcing steel shall meet the requirements of ASTM A 955/A 955M with one of the following UNS designations: S24100, S30400, S31603, S31653, S32101, S32201, S32205, or S32304. Different designations shall not be mixed within the same project.

Where no core steel requirements are specified in the above specifications, the steel core of the bar reinforcement shall meet the requirements of plain reinforcing steel.

Certification. A Type D Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02. Certification for Epoxy Coated Reinforcing Steel shall include the coating and coating process.

290. **713.07 COATED BAR REINFORCEMENT**, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety.

291. **713.02 MECHANICAL SPLICES FOR BAR REINFORCEMENT**, is hereby modified by adding the phrase “, except that epoxy coated mechanical splices shall be allowed when Level II reinforcing steel is required” after the phrase “intended to splice” in the second sentence of the first paragraph.
SECTION 714 – STRUCTURAL STEEL

292. 714.08 ANCHOR BOLTS, BEARING DEVICES, is hereby corrected by deleting “.F” and replacing it with “F” in the first sentence of the first paragraph.

293. 714.08 ANCHOR BOLTS, BEARING DEVICES, is hereby further corrected by deleting punctuation “,” and replacing it with punctuation “.” at the end of the second sentence of the first paragraph.

294. 714.09 ANCHOR BOLTS, TRAFFIC SIGNALS, LIGHTING, AND OVERHEAD SIGN STRUCTURES, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

714.09 ANCHOR BOLTS, TRAFFIC SIGNALS, LIGHTING, AND OVERHEAD SIGN STRUCTURES. Anchor bolts for traffic signals, lighting, and overhead sign structures shall conform to the requirements of ASTM F 1554, Grade 55, unless otherwise specified. Nuts shall be heavy hex and conform to the requirements of ASTM A 563. Washers shall conform to the requirements of ASTM A 43 and shall be a minimum of 3/8” unless otherwise indicated on the Plans. All components shall be galvanized in accordance with Section 726.08.

All anchor bolts for traffic signals, lighting, and overhead sign structures furnished for Agency projects shall be manufactured in the United States only. All bolts, nuts, and washers furnished for a particular application shall be furnished by a single supplier.

All bolts, nuts, and washers shall have identifiable manufacturer’s marking(s) on each piece.

All galvanized nuts shall be lubricated with a lubricant containing visible dye that will provide visual verification of the lubricant during installation.

All bolts, nuts, and washers shall be tested and certified as meeting the requirements of the Zinc Thickness Test as specified in Subsection 714.05, in addition to any other test and certification requirements.

Anchor bolts shall be swedged or threaded and shall conform to the shape, length, and diameter specified on the Plans.

SECTION 726 – PROTECTIVE COATINGS AND WATERPROOFING MATERIALS

295. 726.10 CONCRETE STAINING AND SEALING SYSTEMS, is hereby made a new Subsection of the Standard Specifications as follows:

726.10 CONCRETE STAINING AND SEALING SYSTEMS. Approved Concrete Staining and Sealing Systems shall be one of the Concrete Staining and Sealing Systems on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Materials and Research Section.

296. 726.11 SHEET MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING, PREFORMED SHEET, is hereby made a new Subsection of the Standard Specifications as follows:

726.11 SHEET MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING, PREFORMED SHEET. Approved Preformed Sheet Membrane Waterproofing Systems shall be one of the Preformed Sheet Membrane Waterproofing Systems on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Materials and Research Section.
SECTION 731 – BEARING PADS FOR STRUCTURES

297. 731.03 ELASTOMERIC MATERIAL, is hereby modified by deleting the second and third paragraphs in their entirety and replacing them with the following:

Unless noted otherwise, elastomer shall have a design hardness of 50 points and a design shear modulus of 0.8 MPa (110 psi).

Testing of elastomeric material shall be waived for bearings that will be encased in concrete in the final work. All other bearings shall be tested in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Property</th>
<th>Test Method</th>
<th>Required Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>ASTM D 2240</td>
<td>design hardness +/- 5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Modulus</td>
<td>ASTM D 412 with AASTHO M 251 Section 8.8.4</td>
<td>design shear modulus +/- 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittleness</td>
<td>ASTM D 746 Procedure B</td>
<td>Pass Grade 4 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Bond Strength</td>
<td>AASHTO M 251 Annex A2 or Appendix X2</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Tensile Strength</td>
<td>ASTM D 412</td>
<td>15.6 MPa (2250 psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Ultimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td>ASTM D 412</td>
<td>(650 - 5 X design hardness)%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 752 - TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNALS

298. 752.03 TRAFFIC SIGNAL POLES WITH MAST ARMS OR BRACKET ARMS, part (c) Aluminum Poles, Bases, and Mast Arms, is hereby modified by replacing “753.01(b)” in the first sentence with “753.07 and Subsection 753.08”.

299. 752.03 TRAFFIC SIGNAL POLES WITH MAST ARMS OR BRACKET ARMS, part (d) Luminaire Bracket Arms, is hereby modified by deleting the second sentence in its entirety and replacing as follows:

“Luminaire Bracket Arms shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 753.09”

300. 752.12 JUNCTION BOX, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:

752.12 PULL BOX AND JUNCTION BOX

752.12 (a) PULL BOX. Pull boxes shall be constructed of Concrete, Class B. Pull box frames and covers shall be steel plate and conform to the requirements of ASTM A 36/A 36M. Where the cover is exposed to vehicle or pedestrian traffic, it shall have an approved nonskid surface such as diamond plate. Frames and covers shall be galvanized in accordance with AASHTO M 111/M 111 M. Pull boxes shall be designed and constructed to support at least an AASHTO MS-18 (HS 20) loading.”

Certification. A type D Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.
752.12 (b) JUNCTION BOX. Junction boxes shall be constructed of fiberglass, high density polyethylene (HDPE), or acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS). They shall be high-impact resistant at temperatures ranging from -35 to 50 °C (-30 to 120 °F), ultraviolet stabilized, and fire retardant. The side wall shall be ribbed for strength. The cover shall be non-skid and shall be held down with recessed hex-head bolts. The junction box shall be capable of withstanding a loading of 67 kN (15 kips) over any 250 by 250 mm (10 x 10 inch) area on the cover. The size of the box shall be as specified in the Contract.

Certification. A Type A Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.

301. 752.15 GROUNDING ELECTRODES, is hereby made a new subsection of the Standard Specification as follows:

752.15 GROUNDING ELECTRODES. Grounding electrodes shall include grounding rod and grounding conductors.

(a) Grounding rod shall be copper clad steel rods nominally 16 mm (5/8 inch) in diameter by 2.4 m (8 feet) long, minimum, and shall conform to UL No. 467 (ANSI C33.8).

(b) Grounding conductor shall be installed throughout the system back to the power source. The earth shall not be used as the sole equipment grounding conductor. Grounding conductor shall be American Wire Gauge (AWG) #6 soft copper or stranded copper conductor.

(c) A type A Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.

SECTION 753 HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION

302. 753 HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION, is hereby modified by deleting in its entirety and replacing with the following:

753.06 LIGHT POLE FOUNDATIONS.

(a) Concrete. Concrete shall conform to the requirements of Section 501 for Concrete, High Performance Class B.

(b) Reinforcing Steel. Reinforcing steel for light pole bases shall conform to the requirements of Section 507 for Reinforcing Steel, Level I.

(c) Electrical Conduit. Electrical conduit for light pole bases shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 752.08(a).

(d) Anchor Bolts. Anchor bolts for light pole bases shall be per the Transformer Base manufacturer’s recommendation and conform to the requirements of Subsection 714.09.

(e) Grounding Electrodes. Grounding electrodes for light pole bases shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 752.15.
753.07 TRANSFORMER BASES.

(a) Transformer bases and transformer base doors shall consist of a one-piece aluminum casting conforming to the requirements of ASTM B 26/B 26M or ASTM B 108, Alloy SG70A-T6, 356-T6. Galvanized bolts, nuts, washers and other hardware shall be provided to attach the transformer base to the anchor base of the light pole. Galvanizing shall conform to the requirements of Section 726.08.

(b) Hardware for mounting the transformer base door to the transformer base shall be stainless steel.

(c) A Type A Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.

753.08 LIGHT POLES.

(a) Anchor Base. Anchor bases shall consist of a one-piece aluminum casting conforming to the requirements of ASTM B 26/B 26M or ASTM B 108, Alloy SG70A-T6, 356-T6.

(b) Pole Shaft. Pole Shafts shall be aluminum consisting of tapered one-piece seamless tubes conforming to the requirements of ASTM B 221M (ASTM B 221), Alloy 6063-T6, 6061- T6, or 6005-T5. Minimum wall thickness shall be 3.2 mm (0.125 inch) for mounting heights of less than 6 m (20 feet) and 4.8 mm (0.188 inch) for mounting heights of 6 m (20 feet) or more.

(c) Pole Cap. Pole Caps shall consist of a one-piece aluminum casting conforming to the requirements of ASTM B26/B26M or ASTM B108, Alloy SG70A-T6, 356-T6.

(d) A Type A Certification, for all components (individually or as a whole), shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.

753.09 BRACKET ARMS.

(a) Single bracket elliptical arms and the main member of truss-type arms shall be seamless tube conforming to the requirements of ASTM B 221M (ASTM B 221), Alloy 6063-T6 or Alloy 6061-T6. Other members of truss-type arms shall conform to the requirements of ASTM B 221M (ASTM B 221), Alloy 6063-T6. All screws, nuts, bolts and other hardware for mounting bracket arms to the light pole shall be stainless steel, unless otherwise specified.

Bracket Arms shall be able to withstand a vertical load of 450 N (100 LBS) and a horizontal load of 225 N (50 LBS) without fracture or permanent deformation.

(b) A Type A Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02

753.10 LUMINAIRES.

(a) All luminaires shall be 120 V unless otherwise noted in the Plans.

(b) A Type A Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.
753.11 HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION CONDUCTOR CABLE.

(a) Highway Illumination Conductor Cable. Highway illumination conductor cable shall be conductors of stranded, soft-drawn copper with a moisture and heat resistant thermoplastic insulation. It shall be rated for 600 V service at 75 °C (167 °F) for either dry or wet locations.

The single conductors shall conform to the National Electrical Code for the intended wire use and existing field conditions. Wire size shall be such that no more than a 3 percent voltage drop will occur anywhere in the secondary circuit. All wiring shall be color-coded.

All conductors within the streetlight pole and bracket arm shall be No. 10 AWG stranded copper wire. Street lighting conductors within strain poles or mast arm poles shall also be No. 10 AWG stranded copper wire. UF cable is allowed in the bottom of the pole below the hand hole.

A Type A Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.

753.12 STREET LIGHTING CONTROL DEVICE.

(a) A Type A Certification shall be furnished in accordance with Subsection 700.02.

753.13 FINISH.

(a) Powder Coating. Powder coating shall be a polyester powder coat in the manufacturer’s standard black finish. Powder coatings shall be salt spray resistant in accordance with ASTM B117. Powder coating shall exhibit no discoloration, cracking or other visible defects when tested for accelerated weathering as described in ASTM D4587, cycle No. 4, for 300 continuous hours.

The chemical composition of powder coatings shall provide a highly durable UV and salt spray resistant finish in accordance to the ASTM B117-73 standard and humidity proof in accordance to the ASTM D2247-68 standard.

(b) Anodized Aluminum. Anodized aluminum coatings shall be in accordance with ASTM B137, B244, B580 (Type A or B) and B680.

SECTION 755 – LANDSCAPING MATERIALS

303. 755.17 EROSION LOGS, is hereby modified by being deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

Erosion logs are available in varying diameters. The Contractor shall follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for the material type and size based on the intended use.

Erosion logs shall be composed of weed-seed-free coir, straw, excelsior, compost, or other biodegradable filtering medium encased in a photo-degradable and/or biodegradable netting or mesh.
Netting shall have openings of 13 to 25 mm (1/2 to 1 inch), with the exception of compost filled logs which should be 3 to 10 mm (1/8 to 3/8 inch) or as recommended by the manufacturer and accepted by the Engineer.

Anchors for erosion logs shall be wooden stakes, U-shaped wire or earth anchors, or rebar stakes; the size and length shall be as recommended by the manufacturer.

Compost shall meet the requirements of Table 755.05A, with the exception that particle size shall be 99% < 50 mm (2 inches) and maximum 30% < 10 mm (3/8 inch).

**SECTION 780 – CONCRETE REPAIR MATERIALS**

304. **780.05 POLYMER CONCRETE REPAIR MATERIAL**, is hereby made a new Subsection of the Standard Specifications as follows:

**780.05 POLYMER CONCRETE REPAIR MATERIAL.** Approved Polymer Concrete Repair Materials shall be one of the Polymer Concrete Repair Materials on the Approved Products List on file with the Agency’s Materials and Research Section.